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COMPANY REVIEW
Altendorf, Biesse, Cefla, Dassault, Salvador,
Scm Group, Utensilcentro...are just some of
the companies featured in this issue with articles
specifically devoted to them.

from page 8

NEWS
A rich content of important news about events,
exhibitions, people and companies from the
whole world of wood and woodworking industry.

on  page 3

USEFUL ADDRESSES...
For our readers, a “who’s who” we have never
promoted as it deserved. Now we are casting a
spotlight in this issue. A way to be found and to
find partners...

on page  22

EXHIBITION CALENDAR
Another very popular section of our magazines:
the upcoming industry exhibitions!

on page 23

FOCUS ON INDIA
On occasion of Indiawood exhibition, to be held
from 8 to 12 March 2018 in Bangalore, a special
focus on India is featured in this issue, including
interviews, market figures and product sheets.

from page 12

ACIMALL OUTLOOK
Acimall Studies Office has processed, also this
year, satistics about the most significant Italian
companies in our industry (woodworking machi-
nery, furniture, panels and semifinished pro-
ducts...)

from page 4
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Here’s the last issue of the year, an intensive
year, pleasant after all, where everyone had
their satisfaction. This year has offered many
opportunities to Italian and European techno-
logy, which have proved to be adequate for
a market that has "shifted gear" from the
recent past.

The “India Focus” you will find in the next pa-
ges, anticipating the event scheduled next
February, proves this: the interviews clearly
show the determination, the commitment, the
continuous need to be in the leading edge,
in the group of leaders that set standards,
that are a reference for everyone who offers
or uses technology for the wood-furniture in-
dustry.
The stories we tell in the next pages depict a
picture with all the colors of the palette: from
“easier” paradigm shifts for big groups (forgive
us for the trivial definition) to the experience
of companies of different size, distinguished
by great skills, determination, grasped op-
portunities.

It’s the secret of “being industrious”, probably
an Italian peculiarity, the coexistence and in-
teraction of companies of totally different
size, but each and every one with something
interesting to say. This is the key to read this
issue of Xylon International…

We don’t love to talk too much about “4.0”,
we have said it several times. But we think
it’s a topic to be analyzed with competence
and attention, because it is not and must not
be a passing trend or a method to get some
financial support, but an opportunity to realize
that the world has changed speed. We have
a couple of articles about this topic, we
asked for the opinion of a few…

And then, a few pages ahead, you will find
the Acimall Outlook, a valuable and chal-
lenging mission undertaken with competence
and commitment by the Studies office of Aci-
mall, the association of wood and furniture
technology manufacturers who also publishes
this magazine. Lots of data have been col-
lected and processed, and there might be
some mistake or missing information. We
apologize in advance and we are ready to
amend. The 2016 ranking were “historically
interesting”, they deserved great attention,
and why not, they urged to think about what
really matters...
You might have realized that, unlike in the
past, we have anticipated the publication,
before the traditional January-February issue:
we are publishing the outlook in November-
December 2017, rather than in the first issue
of 2018, so we can write “last year…”.

So, there is nothing left to say but thank you
for another year of attention, hoping we have
been up to your expectations. To those who
celebrate Christmas and refer to the Gregorian
calendar, we send our most “politically correct”
wishes. 
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17
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NEWS

WEINIG
New solution for furniture and frame construction

Weinig has made a further addition to the
“Conturex” Cnc system with a new solution
for furniture and frame construction. The “C
125 Vario Furniture” is based upon proven
patented clamping table technology and
combines maximum output with optimal fle-
xibility. The new development is designed
as a double-part system with special indivi-
dual clamping technology. In keeping with
this design, the “C 125 Vario Furniture” has
parallel charging and unloading. This allows
an output of 2 parts per minute in furniture
applications. Two interpolating 5-axis heads
ensure optimal flexibility with complex curved
parts. The large parts buffer for up to 240
parts fulfills the prerequisites for long-term
unmanned production. Integration into the
Weinig Solid “Wood Work Flow” (WF) sy-

EXHIBITIONS
Final figures Feria Hàbitat Valencia

The definitive figures given by the organizers of Feria
Hábitat Valencia are in. The final tally reveals that
this latest edition of the fair, which ran from 19th to
22nd September just past received a total of 23,174
trade visitors from Spain and other countries, above
their most optimistic forecasts. 
The number is also a turning point for the fair, which
tripled in size this year as it returned to its traditional
dates in September. These two moves were justified
by the final visitor numbers, which were a significant
increase over the number recorded for the 2016
edition of the fair, when Hábitat was still being held in
February alongside Cevisama and Fimma-Maderalia. 
Visitors from 51 countries make up almost 20 percent
of the total number. 
As to where the professionals who visited Feria
Hábitat Valencia barely two weeks ago, there was a
notable proportion from abroad, with 18 percent of
all visitors hailing from a wide range of countries –
from 51 different markets in fact  ■
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stem ensures dynamic process sequences opti-
mized in real time. Behind this stands an integrated
software solution from idea to finished work piece.
Besides the benefits of a standardized data set
for all production processes, and the entire peri-
pherals, WF includes parts identification via
different processes, work piece data administration
including an interface with angle units and moni-
toring via app and desktop. One highlight of the
“C 125 Vario Furniture” is the new “Weinig Cam”.
This is a 3D Cad/Cam system, that can be inte-
grated into every Conturex going forward.  Simple
and fast programming  as a geometry-based sy-
stem, it also offers a fully-fledged drawing program
with smart commands. All standard Cad formats,
such as dxf, dwg, solid, stl, rhino and parasolid,
are supported. Unlike conventional systems that
do not allow 3D surface processing, “Weinig

Cam” includes 3D 5-axis interpolation. Other cu-
stomer benefits include greater reliability thanks
to detailed simulation down to single-item batches,
simple operation via macro programming and
modular design from 2D to 3D interpolation.
Unlike comparable systems, installation takes
place in the office. In the “C 125 Vario Furniture”,
Weinig marks a new milestone in the evolution of
the “Conturex” system. However, the designers
are already thinking further ahead: The long-
term objective of the latest stage of development
is to offer individual automation solutions for a
wide variety of solutions in the furniture sector. ■

JOWAT SE
New subsidiary in Vietnam

Jowat has established a new company in Vietnam,
continuing the enterprise’s strategy to supply
major markets in the Asia-Pacific region with in-
novative bonding solutions and advisory service
for application technology. The adhesives specialist
from Detmold
founded the new subsidiary in Ho Chi Minh
City in response to the growing demand from
regional customers, which now can be met even
faster and more effectively. Jowat has expanded
its global presence and has opened a new sub-
sidiary in Vietnam with the objective to provide
the optimum service for customers and an efficient
supply with adhesives. This is a major step
forward for the business development of the
adhesives specialist from Detmold. 
The newly established company in Ho Chi Minh
City comes in response to the rapidly evolving
markets in the Asia-Pacific region and to the
continuously growing demand for Jowat adhesives
in the region, two years after Jowat increased its
capacities by opening a new manufacturing site
in Malaysia. The newly established Jowat Vietnam
Co. Ltd. is headed by Managing Director Se-
bastian Schäfers and continues Jowat Group’s
strategy to supply the regional markets in Asia
with superior adhesive products, innovative bon-
ding solutions, and a comprehensive service
with the customer in focus. “By becoming actively
and directly involved in the dynamic economy
of Vietnam, we have opened up new, highly in-
teresting business opportunities. This allows us
to expand the international sales and support
network of Jowat SE in the Asia-Pacific region
and to further strengthen our business relationship
with regional customers,” says Ralf Schelbach,
Vice President Asia Pacific at Jowat SE. ■

The team of Jowat Vietnam. From left to right: 
Tran Thi Khanh (Finance and Admin Manager), 
Sebastian Schäfers (General Director), 
Ralf Schelbach (Chairman), Ho Ngo Vo Hai 
and Pham Anh Kiet (Technical Account Managers).
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ACIMALL OUTLOOK
ECONOMY

Again this year, Acimall Studies Office has processed the statistics  of the most significant companies in the industry.  
A traditional service that we hope will be appreciated by our readers.

For Xylon, Acimall Studies Office has laid down
the ranking of the economic performance of
wood-related industries, including “Woodworking
machinery and tools", “Production of wooden
furniture”, “Production of wood-based panels
and semifinished materials”, “Production of
wooden doors and windows”, “Wooden hous-
es and elements for the construction industry”
and “Wood and furniture trade”.
This year the publication of rankings has been
accelerated by two months, in order to provide
readers with more up-to-date information. As a
result, some balance sheets are missing, for
which we have duly reported the name of com-
panies.

WOODWORKING TECHNOLOGY
According to tradition, we focus on the woodwor-
king technology industry, trying to identify to key
trends that have characterized the year under
scrutiny.
The analysis takes into account the top-50 Italian
companies by sales revenues in 2016. Due to the
lack of an Ateco 2007 code precisely identifying
the activity of companies, the companies to be
included in the ranking were selected by the
Acimall Studies Office. 
The ranking also includes companies with mixed
production, where it is impossible to isolate the
exact share of “woodworking technology” based
on balance sheet information only.
Biesse from Pesaro, Scm Group from Rimini and
Cefla from Imola take the top-three positions. For
the sake of correct information, we point out that
the third-ranked company's core business is not
woodworking technology. The 50 companies in
the ranking have total revenues of 2,143 million
euro, with an average value of 48 million per
company (it was 43.5 in 2015).

As you can see in chart 1, the value threshold to
be included in the ranking (position No.50) has
increased. This is an important signal as we wait
for 2017 data to show an even more significant
increase. The gap from 2008 is still very wide and
it will hardly be closed considering the overall
trend whereby bigger companies are favorite
against smaller enterprises.
The median, corresponding to the 25th position
of the ranking (11.52 million), is higher than last
year, while the average Ebitda has been growing,
exceeding five million euro.
Also chart 2 shows encouraging trends: most
companies have achieved significant revenue
growth by up to 20 percent.
Summing up, the industry is clearly showing
structural growth that will most probably continue
also in 2017. Another significant element to be
stressed is the presence of companies that cover
the entire woodworking technology supply chain,
from primary processing to surface finishing. This
is a distinctive element of the Italian industry and
can be a key strength for future developments.

FINAL REMARKS
We could not collect information from the following
companies included in the Outlook last year:
Suedtirol Fenster srl, Krona Koblenz spa,
Rubner Haus spa, Saf srl.
An analysis of such breadth and depth inevitably
requires evaluations we have made honestly and
with the specific purpose of providing an evaluation
tool that is as clear as possible. Also in this
edition, we might have made mistakes or inac-
curacies. We apologize for that in advance and
we are ready to report possible corrections to
Xylon readers.

by Carlo Alberto Strada
Acimall Studies Office

CHART 1 - HISTORICAL TURNOVER TREND OF THE 50TH-RANKED COMPANY (MIO EURO)

CHART 2 - DISTRIBUTION OF TURNOVER GROWTH (% TURNOVER VARIATION)

Source: Acimall Studies Office.

Source: Acimall Studies Office.
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ECONOMY

TABLE 2 - TOP 10 IN WOOD FURNITURE PRODUCTION

Rank Company Sale      Turnover  Employees Production Ebitda Net profit  
revenues variation 2016 value 2016 2016

2016 (000 €) 2016/2015 (%) (000 €) (000 €) (000 €)

1            Natuzzi spa 432,492 -8.51 2,232 440,122 1,217 -5,730
2            Lube Industries srl 191,096 11.40 334 194,917 14,536 6,581
3            Chateau D'Ax spa178,213 -10.18 92 178,935 -39        -11,193
4            Scavolini spa 176,358 4.42 551 181,448 13,380 7,145
5            Poltrona Frau spa 158,837 9.73 516 167,572 20,945 9,325
6            Imab Group Soc. per Azioni 141,809 9.20 599 143,786 5,899 511
7            Poliform spa 141,208 -8.05 603 141,406 13,748 5,119
8            Molteni & C. spa 134,750 16.73 342 135,813 7,746 1,781
9            Veneta Cucine spa 134,715 6.39 381 141,704 9,781 2,710
10          Ilcam spa 127,861 -10.76 495 129,642 6,993 3,575

Source:  AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.

TABLE 4 - TOP 10  IN “WOODEN WINDOWS AND DOORS PRODUCTION”

Rank Company Sale      Turnover  Employees Production Ebitda Net profit  
revenues variation 2016 value 2016 2016

2016 (000 €) 2016/2015 (%) (000 €) (000 €) (000 €)

1          Braga spa 57,637 12.25 177             56,978 3,491 1,293
2          Garofoli spa 34,657 4.28 217             36,388 2,147 853
3          Cocif Soc.Cooperativa 34,602 6.78 279             38,398 4,157 255
4          Bertolotto spa 24,391 10.77 97             24,908 2,592 1,062
5          Rubner Tueren spa 22,624 2.70 158             23,256 3,351 1,518
6          Wolf Fenster spa 21,982 6.17 138             24,205 2,622 1,032
7          Ferrerolegno spa 21,292 6.84 79             21,653 3,060 1,330
8          Effebiquattro spa 20,778 4.31 86             21,012 1,514 93
9          GD Dorigo - spa 19,392 18.30 94             19,502 1,729 338
10        Zanini Porte spa 17,203 8.60 52             17,251 843 159

TABLE 6 - TOP TEN IN “WOOD AND FURNITURE TRADE”

Rank Company Sale      Turnover  Employees Production Ebitda Net profit  
revenues variation 2016 value 2016 2016

2016 (000 €)       2016/2015 (%) (000 €) (000 €) (000 €)

1 Cora' Domenico & Figli spa 91,956 -1.36 97 96,191 3,362 768
2 Imola Legno spa 77,625 4.03              135 77,407 4,068 85
3 Florian Legno spa 66,331 -0.50 82 69,321 9,186       4,414
4 LES srl 31,590             543.02 4 31,623 2,284       1,542
5 Karl Pichler spa 29,759 9.01 65 30,413 2,994       1,709
6 Damiani Holz&Ko spa 29,339 -1.61 93 28,532 548 77
7 Paganoni Importlegno spa 28,216 6,19 18 28,311 1,526 66
8 Gruppo Sigel Italia spa 26,618 9.57 65 26,662 854 201
9 Bellotti spa 26,529 -7.30 85 27,005 2,004 65
10 Kimono spa 24,750 3.84 35 25,272 777 95

TABLE 5 - TOP 10  IN “WOODEN HOUSES AND CONSTRUCTION ELEMENTS”

Rank Company Sale      Turnover  Employees Production Ebitda    Net profit  
revenues variation 2016 value 2016 2016
2016 (000 €) 2016/2015 (%) (000 €) (000 €) (000 €)

1 Panguaneta spa 64,436 13.03 191 64,611 6,691       2,897
2 Margaritelli spa 49,813 5.84 274 58,833          13,804     13,220
3 Pircher Oberland spa 35,557 1.79 134 36,349 894          282
4 Fontanot spa 25,067 0.28 91 26,173 806           -12
5 Rubner Holzbau spa 23,476             -43.35 112 25,608 1,375 45
6 Sistem Costruzioni srl 20,205 2.90 56 24,380 1,414          189
7 BBC spa 18,641 -2.04 83 19,774 3,419       1,613
8 Perlarredi srl 17,585 34.52 14 17,449 574            79
9 Wbfactory srl 15,442 53.05 162 15,562 933 576
10 Boffi spa 14,644 -2.88 44 14,812 719 205

TABLE 1 - TOP 50 COMPANIES IN WOODWORKING TECHNOLOGY AND MORE

Rank Company Sale            Turnover       Employees       Production Ebitda     Net profit  
revenues variation 2016 value 2016 2016

2016 (000 €) 2016/2015 (%) (000 €) (000 €) (000 €)

1 Biesse spa * 618,489 19.14 3,621                644,403 72,946 29,464

2 Scm Group spa * 586,067 14.20 3,206                611,668 60,900 24,164

3 Cefla Societa' Coop. * 451,840 3.40 1,649                468,388 42,326 17,483

4 Freud spa 104,028 8.59 527                107,452 17,353 6,988

5 Imal srl 67,534 -4.47 170 69,147 7,840 5,019

6 Pal srl 39,892 -10.37 134 40,124 3,881 2,169 

7 Costa Levigatrici spa 34,704 6.55 171 35,908 4,406 2,402

8 Cassioli srl 30,163 3.22 160 32,371 858 406

9 Paolino Bacci srl 28,651 17.40 52 28,701 5,242 3,569

10 Uniconfort srl 26,479 -18.37 61 26,627 772 139

11 Masterwood spa 23,080 13.47 88 23,164 1,951 1,226

12 Makor srl 21,142 19.44 87 21,194 1,528 660

13 Pezzolato spa 20,396 1.13 122 20,626 1,124 197

14 Italpresse spa 20,012 27.26 100 20,385 2,815 1,901

15 Coral spa 19,094 18.52 99 19,233 1,344 279

16 Uniteam spa 16,785 47.10 56 17,296 3,499 2,367

17 Stark spa 14,569 0.64 90 15,046 1,694 279

18 Working Process srl 13,220 18.80 53 13,012 884 320

19 Storti spa 12,821 10.52 92 13,909 675 228

20 Manni spa 12,570 22.17 64 12,556 431 142

21 Centauro spa 12,554 1.46 82 12,552 429 57

22 Friulmac spa 12,288 21.04 65 13,497 1,051 536

23 Mion & Mosole spa 11,711 14.35 68 12,288 989 280

24 Primultini srl 11,690 1.62 48 11,943 1,049 614

25 Ormamacchine spa 11,541 23.27 95 12,227 323 95

26 Imeas spa 11,468 -32.56 76 12,100 1,587 713

27 Griggio srl 11,022 -23.65 80 11,568 -664 -1,102

28 Angelo Cremona spa 11,002 -45.11 127 10,509 981 15

29 Vitap Costr. Mecc.spa 9,388 7.27 42 9,934 370 -80

30 Cma Robotics spa 9,341 18.51 34 9,160 582 232

31 Corali spa 9,240 -19.82 64 11,820 -215 -260

32 Baschild srl 9,203 -9.71 23 9,292 1,114 466

33 Comec Group srl 8,598 3.10 36 8,668 1,665 1,121

34 Imas Aeromecc. srl 8,555 21.99 63 8,089 215 67

35 Pade srl 8,547 9.81 39 8,337 270 92

36 Giardina Finishing srl 8,213 10.46 35 8,503 306 72

37 Essetre srl 7,360 7.54 31 7,179 575 54

38 Cvm srl 7,077 107.70 26 6,970 1,039 647

39 Putsch Meniconi spa 7,058 7.96 41 7,145 611 254

40 Stemas srl 6,903 -6.98 35 8,775 269 53

41 Stanghellini srl 6,697 18.25 12 6,729 1,001 679

42 Giben Tech srl 6,593 29.28 46 8,616 478 -366

43 Stema srl 6,246 9.63 27 7,331 369 123

44 Boteco srl 6,148 8.05 56 6,172 658 286

45 Omma srl 5,992 35.24 25 5,882 836 561

46 Maggi Technology srl 5,763 -7.16 38 6,346 218 55

47 Metal World spa 5,712 3.30 59 6,167 877 254

48 Omal srl 5,567 22.90 22 5,269 345 149

49 Stromab spa 5,286 34.09 33 5,454 458 115

50 Elettr.G. Colombo srl 5,124 8.60 44 5,194 682 420

Source:  AIDA-Bureau Van Diik. *  Consolidated balances.

The ranking also includes companies with mixed production, where it is impossible 
to isolate the exact share of “woodworking technology” based on balance sheet 
information only.

TABLE 3 - TOP 10 IN “WOOD-BASED PANELS AND SEMIFINISHED MATERIALS

Rank Company Sale      Turnover  Employees Production Ebitda Net profit  
revenues variation 2016 value 2016 2016
2016 (000 €) 2016/2015 (%) (000 €) (000 €) (000 €)

1           Gruppo Mauro Saviola srl         242,272 2.07 596 259,638 40,786 10,446
2           Fantoni spa 234,765 2.18 638 245,585 28,763 5,216
3           Frati Luigi spa 164,605 10.52 340 163,345 40,375 11,157
4           SAIB Soc.Aggl.Ind.Bosi spa     103,844 9.05 187 104,745 17,865 8,856
5           Bipan spa 100,040 -4.77 195 108,577 22,162 10,194
6           Alpi spa 68,159 3.55 432 69,949 7,845 6,498
7           Kronospan Italia srl                      61,615 6.90 56 65,952 3,448 689
8           Invernizzi spa 40,992 0.99 138 40,927 5,401 2,353
9           Industrie Valentini spa                 39,282 2.73 191 41,973 1,136 -3,216
10         E. Vigolungo spa 28,790 7.25 133 29,289 2,794 968

Source:  AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.

Source: AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.

Source:   AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.

Source:  AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.
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INDUSTRY 4.0 AND WOOD SUPPLY CHAIN:
WHERE DO WE STAND?

SCENARIOS

We have made a quick survey, talking with the most important players of the wood industry, to understand the current status and
position of industry companies and possible future scenarios.

“Wood has always been a poor segment in the
manufacturing world”, says Stefano Bartolini,
product development manager at Cefla Finishing.
“In this industry, the added value per product
unit is low. This is even more evident if compared
to other machinery sectors and the industry in
general. Over the years, this situation has kept
investments to a minimum, both by equipment
users and by manufacturers. However, for at
least one decade now, starting from 2009, the
worst year of global economy, things have
started to change. Machinery manufacturers
realized that, if they wanted to survive and
grow, they had to invest in new technology, be-
cause there would be no future without innova-
tion”.

A survey by Acimall – asking woodworking ma-
chinery manufacturers to explain how they are
facing this period of transition towards Industry
4.0 – revealed that Italy is running along two
parallel tracks. On one side, big industrial group
have achieved excellent results, with double or
even triple revenues, mostly (but not only) thanks
to public incentives; on the other side, smaller
companies are struggling. 
“In this respect, I think a premise is necessary”,
points out Carlo Alberto Strada, manager of
the Studies office at Acimall. “Talking about
woodworking machinery manufacturers, you
have to consider that the big players in our in-
dustry had been ready for the transition to In-
dustry 4.0 for a long time, and there is a specific
reason for this. In the years immediately after
the crisis – 2010 and 2011 – they had identified
the urgent need to undertake deep business
reorganization, so as to have the tools and re-
sources to respond to a market that was chang-
ing rapidly in terms of production speed, flexibility
and so on. So, when the Italian Government
launched the National Plan Nazionale Industria
4.0, these organization had already developed
not only their culture but also their offer. Unfor-
tunately, the same was not true for smaller busi-
nesses, partially for organization reasons and
partially because they had little to do with the
Italian market, as they have a strong export
propensity....”.
This vision is shared by the companies involved.
Biesse, Scm, Cefla, Ima and Homag Italia all
agree that the Italian market is showing very
clear recovery signs.
“In recent years, we have more than tripled the
global sales of our Systems division, dealing
with Industry 4.0”, says Federico Broccoli,
Wood Division Director/Sales at Biesse Group,
which has identified Industry 4.0 as a pillar of
their development strategy. “We had never thought
we could achieve such figures all over the
world: Northern Europe, United States, Asia
(China above all) and Australia. These results
seem even more significant and encouraging
for the Italian market. Driven by the incentives
offered in the 2016 Financial Act, we can say

that Italy is not only aligned with the most ad-
vanced European countries, but probably one
step ahead. Also mid-sized enterprises are ex-
periencing a modernization phase, not only
thanks to incentives, but also because they re-
alized that you need to have more and more ef-
ficient, automated and integrated factories. This
is definitely an important cultural change, a
progress in line with a market that is back to
growth after a long crisis that has transformed
it: demand for smaller and smaller batches is
increasing, and consequently more and more
flexibility is required”.
“The crisis has actually driven Italian entrepre-
neurs to get back in the game, starting over
with new investments and reorganizing their
companies from a manufacturing, sales and
environmental point of view. Right now, if you
stop, you are done for”, says Luca Bergantini,
Italy market manager at Scm, who sees an ac-
celeration at all levels and for all technologie.
“Early signs of recovery had already emerged
in 2013, but at that time only the big industrial
groups were involved. However, these compa-
nies pulled the smaller ones, which finally
started to invest again to keep up with the re-
quests of their bigger customers. I am referring
to highly advanced small handicraft businesses
(10/20 employees) which have made investments
within the 4.0 space. Unlike the bigger compa-
nies that have already moved towards total
transformation, both for structure and for or-
ganization, the smaller businesses – in my

opinion – will need much more time and a
cultural revolution to achieve the full integration
of ‘smart’ technology with the rest of business
operations, as prescribed by the Industry 4.0
plan”.
Excellent results also for the Ima Schelling group
and their sales partner Priess & Horstmann.
“In the recent period huge investments have
been made by furniture manufacturers, especially
kitchens, also supported by fiscal incentives
within the Industry 4.0”, explains Umberto Riv-
olta, sales manager Italy. “The most important
industry districts are Veneto, Brianza and
Marche. Medium and large companies are in-
vesting again after the crisis that hit the entire
market, not only in Italy but all over the world.
Therefore, I am confident that the industry will
maintain the current good levels also in the
coming years”.Italian companies heading for
4.0, but – according to Rivolta – maybe a few

years later than German companies. “Industry
4.0 is triggering, also in Italy, a revolution in the
way factories are conceived, they will be more
and more automated and interlinked, based on
systems that continuously interact with production
and the market, massively leveraging the net-
work. Supported by 4.0 incentives, companies
are reorganizing internally, deploying 360-degree
factory management and flexible production
cycle management”.
Another major remark should be added, says
Bartolini of Cefla Finishing. Namely, the revolution
sweeping the manufacturing world is not limited
to the digitalization brought by Industry 4.0. The
new paradigm requires to evolve from a product-
centric business approach to a wider service de-
velopment strategy, often associated to an eco-
nomic dimension that goes beyond production.

“These concepts – he points out – apply both to
big industries and small handicraft businesses,
of course with different methods. The deployment
of enabling technologies and the investments
in cyber-physical systems are also a major
barrier to market access and offer an irreplace-
able competitive edge. However, you also need
a long-term strategic vision, as well as the
courage to overcome the concept of proprietary
technology (sooner or later, someone will copy
you…) to adopt a different approach based on
the improvement of the service portfolio”.
Bartolini’s remarks are corroborated by Walter
Crescenzi, managing director at Homag Italia:
“Industry 4.0 was essential for medium-large
Italian companies (and not only) which leveraged
the tools provided by the Italian government
consistently, finally upgrading their equipment
fleet and renovating the factories. We are re-
ceiving several requests also from SMBs and
this is clearly a sign of optimism. We have also
started to sell more traditional equipment, not
linked to Industry 4.0, which do not require big
investments, so we are optimistic also in the
medium term. And we have great expectations
for Xylexpo 2018 as well…”.
Good results with Italian companies, with some
regions better than others. “We have surely ob-
tained the best results in Northern Italy, in terms
of order value and consistency, but also in
Central Italy, especially in the Pesaro area and
along the Adria coast, which had been quite in-
active in the past four years. Not to mention
that, although many companies know that now
it’s too late to meet the deadlines fixed by the
Government’s plan, these incentives have been

excellent drivers to restart business”.
A slightly different vision from the big groups,
shared by many smaller Italian manufacturers, is
presented by Giorgio Re, technical department
manager at Maggi, and by Stefano Maggi, sales
manager. “Now everybody’s talking about Industry
4.0, as if you can run a company by just pressing
a button. From our point of view, we are still far
from this concept of factory; Industry 4.0 is still
in its infancy. For sure, the wood industry com-
panies we daily deal with have certain require-
ments: flexibility of machinery to respond to in-
creasing product customization and smaller
production batches, execution speed, and most
of all direct connection to the machinery manu-
facturer in the post-sales phase. As manufac-
turers, we have to take these inputs and turn
them into real solutions. For instance, we have
already designed and built batch 1 production
plants for small and medium businesses”. This
is the direction taken by Maggi, pursuing clear
targets and tangible projects to achieve higher
levels of IT implementation in their machines,
mainly focused on after-sales services: “Developing
machinery with predictive maintenance systems
benefits not only the users of industrial equipment,
but also the manufacturers”. Giorgio Re also
stresses the importance of networking.
“There’s much talking about Industry 4.0, but
then only very few people really know what it’s
all about”, says Luca Bergantini of Scm. “I
often meet handicraft entrepreneurs who have
heard only “rumors”, and we, as reference
companies in industrial technology, must offer
consulting about these topics”. “Stronger com-
mitment is needed to communicate and inform
the Italian manufacturing community – Bergantini

says – about the opportunities offered by the
Industry 4.0 plan. Such commitment should in-
volve, first of all, industry associations, production
districts and consultants…”. I believe – Bergantini
adds – that training and development activities
are essential, but I still see a gap between real
market requirements and the training services
offered by school and training organizations.
Teaching is based on outdated equipment and
instrumentation. Industrial equipment is devel-
oping at such speed that a new age starts
every five years. We should try to bridge this
gap by involving companies first; Scm, for in-
stance, is offering numerical control machinery
to institutes, training centers and schools all
over Italy. We should all share the mission of
training future 4.0 craftspeople”.

“In the future – concludes Carlo Alberto Strada
– I see a scenario with the big groups on one
side, increasing their market shares, and many
smaller companies on the other side, specializing
in market niches and focusing their offer on
those areas. Small businesses challenging the
competition of big industrial groups without
changing their strategies will inevitably lag be-
hind”.

by Elisa Maranzana
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ICA, THE ROOTS OF A GROUP...

Emilia Romagna & Marche

The Marches are an enchanted land of absolute
beauty, home to a pure breed of entrepreneurs
who have expressed their best talents in furniture
and interior decorations. Sandro Paniccia – pre-
sident of Ica Group and definitely a representative
of this small circle of people – tells about the
roots and the development of this class of entre-
preneurs, who have certainly changed compared
to a few years ago.

“Ica Group is a company with a long story,
which began when our father Claudio decided
to sell and distributed products for wood coating.
It was the early Sixties and he soon realized, in
1971, that it was worth starting to produce coat-
ings. He founded Ica, Industria Chimica Adriatica,
when our region was one of the most important
furniture districts, with many industries already
operating and many more to come soon…”
“Time has changed a lot of things: the recent
crisis has shown the mistakes made in previous
years, leading to the inevitable cancellation of
several companies, to such an extent that today
you can hardly say there is a system, a furniture
district... How many furniture factories in the
Pesaro area no longer exist? And how many
have disappeared in the Macerata, Appignano,
Treia or Mogliano areas…”.

What’s happened?
“In my opinion, entrepreneurial quality was
not good enough to withstand changes, there
was no social class ready to sacrifice, to put
business always at the top. I cannot and will
not apply the same rule to everyone, but it is
obvious that the dreams we realized thanks to
very favorable economic conditions, to sustained
demand and fertile land, were shattered when
the overall picture got worse...".

What’s your relationship with the territory?
“It’s essential. Strong, continuous, necessary;
we are the second company in the chemical in-
dustry of our region, the 23rd by size. We live
on the territory, with the territory in all its ex-
pressions, although we feel “disconnected”, as
there is no strong value chain… Ica Group was
built more by my father’s determination rather
than the support of local economy, it is the
result of a bold entrepreneurial vision, a man
who imagined a different future, now reaching
an export share of 55 percent of total revenues.
We want to grow, and to do that, we have
always pursued research and quality, the best
possible service to establish solid relationships
with customers. 
alking about our organizations, we have two
production sites in Italy, the major one here in
Civitanova, another one in Romano d’Ezzelino;
in Germany, France and Spain we exclusively
have sales operations, while in Poland we also
have a small production facility. In China we
have a company with a majority share, in India
we are building a factory to launch coating pro-
duction for the Indian market…”.

Which peculiarities of The Marches have you
brought around the world?
“We have put our origins into this experience,
our farmers’ roots, which have taught us the
great passion for work, helping us understand
that dedication and continuity are essential…
we share this culture with all the woodworking
companies that have the same origins, although
being Ica Group has forced us to make clear
choices and have a wider vision: today we
have 570 employees plus 200 more in the joint
venture with Pidilite, a major Indian company
listed on the stock exchange. 
It’s a great responsibility, combined with the sat-
isfaction for having reached a significant di-
mension, for being a brand known all over the

world. There is a basic ethical issue: an
entrepreneur is not doing that only to get
rich, but rather to increase the level of satis-
faction of people working in the company…
We are also a great family, let me tell you,
with many young people joining in to build a
great team, essential for our future. My broth-
ers Fabio and Piero and I belong to the first
generataion. Then there are our children,
representing the second generation, whereby
the oldest is Andrea Paniccia, Fabio’s son,
in the role of General Manager. The youngest
members joined Ica a couple of years ago. 
We trust them, we have to, because they
are our future, it is essential to be surrounded
by good collaborators, they are an integral
part of our success".

Mr President, can you reveal the "Ica recipe”?
“Experimenting and making research, first of
all. Having a production capacity in line with
business targets, both for quality and for quantity,
and a strong sales organization, which we have
recently improved with a new showroom and a
test laboratory available to all customers: we
believe it is essential for us to show what we
can do not only by “exhibiting”, but also allowing
anyone who chooses to work with us to visit our
company in the Marches and apply our coatings
on their substrates, using any technology avail-
able in the market. 
We are the only company with this kind of or-
ganization and we are also completing the pro-
cedure for the certification of a laboratory that
will enable us to release certifications to third

parties. We have also launched Ica Academy,
our training institute offering courses for cus-
tomers all over the world and hosting in-depth
information and update seminars, addressed
to those who want to have deeper insight, not
only users but also architects…”.

And what about the future?
“We keep developing “bio” coatings: we were
the first company in the world to introduce wa-
ter-based coatings, now we are the first to offer
coating products for industrial applications for-
mulated with raw materials from renewable
sources. 
We believe in these developments and we will
work hard in this direction in the future!”.

by Luca Rossetti

www.icaspa.com
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SOPHIA IS THE BIESSE IOT PLATFORM WHICH ENABLES 
CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS AN EXTENSIVE RANGE  

OF SERVICES TO STREAMLINE AND RATIONALISE  
THEIR WORK MANAGEMENT PROCESSES.

G R E AT E R  VA L U E  F R O M  M AC H I N E S
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How we see the future.
Welcome to Industry 4.0

Cefla has always guided industry towards the future. 

But now Cefla has implemented nothing less than a 

revolution: the fourth industrial revolution. The Industry 

4.0 project is changing the way we work by focusing on 

latest-generation software, intelligent systems in which 

machines self-learn and assistance is predictive. Because 

if you want to set foot in the future, you have to create it. 

We’re ready. And you?

www.ceflafinishing.com
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CEFLA’S RECIPE
Being part of a territory is essential for a company,
probably even more for a cooperative originating
from the desired of working together, from a
project that is also based on social and ethical
values. An interview with Gianmaria Balducci,
Cefla’s president. “The territory is the vital source
for the business model we adopted 85 years
ago: cooperation. For Cefla, the commitment
and involvement of members – mostly coming
from “the territory” – is very important, also be-
cause we have a “limited” base, 270 out of
about two thousand employees in our companies
around the world, each supporting a significant
financial investment, as the minimum subscription
fee is 60 thousand euro. As you can see, we
are halfway between a traditional cooperative
and broad-based corporation. If you are good
enough at cultivating relationships between
coop members and employees, you create
strong and widespread determination to achieve
positive results, which has always been and
still is one of the reasons for Cefla’s success, in
my opinion”.

…and this year you are celebrating your 85th an-
niversary!
“Right! No better way to promote the values of a
territory. We were born in Imola 85 years ago.
Cefla stands for “Cooperativa elettricisti fontanieri
lattonieri e affini” (cooperative of electricians,
plumbers, tinsmiths and similar) and I love to say
that the nine founding partners had already
adopted a multi-business approach. Such ver-
satility has always distinguished our activity, with
an initial focus on constructions during an ex-
pansive phase, then more recently committed to
diversification of products and final customers,
approaching very different segments...:from fin-
ishing to dental, from shop-fitting to large plants,
up to Led light production, it can be a huge dis-
tance!! We never forget our origins and although

Cefla is like a galaxy today, with subsidiaries all
over the world and an international organization,
the heart and soul of our production has remained
in this district. I’ll give you a figure that clearly il-
lustrates the situation: in 2017 we will achieve a
new revenue record with 500 million euro. More
than 350 of these come from products and
services created in Imola. The decision to be
strictly connected to our territory, to produce
most “Cefla” branded goods in this area brings a
major logistic challenge...”.

So you are deeply rooted in Romagna…
“Definitely, yes, although this may sound strange
for a multi-business organization with 26 sites
around the world…well, probably we have been
going a long way because we were born in this
region, we put passion in everything we do”.. .

What about Cefla Finishing today?
“The revenues of this Cefla division are close to
100 million euro, recording significant growth in
the past few years. In the past decade, our
focus, just like the whole industry, has gradually
shifted from the production of large batches
with redundant plants to flexible solutions de-
signed to handle smaller volumes, always with
maximum reliability. While in the early years of
the new millennium Italy was our major target,
followed by South America, now China accounts
for most of our business in this segment, with
additional contribution from Eastern Europe and
Turkey. In many industries we are also seeing
an increasing demand for machinery and plants
that offer maximum efficiency. These sectors
are all interested in the huge potential of digital
printing, a mature technology that is just entering
the wood-furniture industry with significant and
extensive applications. Achieving the same re-
sults with digital printing requires huge invest-
ments, while in other industries this requirement
is not so critical. We are working hard to develop
this technology and apply it effectively in the
wood-furniture industry”. (l.r.)

www.cefla.com

BIESSE, FROM PESARO
INTO THE WORLD...
Biesse Group is definitely one of the very few
Italian companies in our industry that can be
called “multinational”, it’s the only one listed on
the stock exchange and it has such “features”
that we are almost embarrassed to include it in
this special report on Italian regions and territories.
Founded in Pesaro in 1969 by Giancarlo Selci,
Biesse spa has been listed in the STAR segment
of the Italian Stock Exchange since June 2001. It
invests an average of 14 million Euro per year in
R&D, boasting over 200 registered patents...It
currently has 3,800 employees worldwide, con-
solidated revenues of 618 million euro in 2016..
“I think we should highlight one element above
all, namely the quality of people in this region
where Biesse was born almost fifty years ago:
here, people are really and seriously devoted to
work, and I tell it as a “stranger”, I come from Ro-
magna, which is near but quite different”, says
Stefano Porcellini, managing director of the
group. “It cannot be denied that this part of the
Marche region offers people with excellent human
qualities, shared by most employees at Biesse,
who show dedication to and identification with
the challenges of our group, leading them to act
and work as if they were business partners, as if
Biesse also belonged to them!”. “Biesse’s recent
story has been really successful, also in terms of
investments and technology. Our continuous and
historical commitment to innovation, resulting into
the revolutionary platform “SOPHIA”, has been a
powerful magnet attracting the best skills in this
region: young engineers from the universities in
the region want to work here...Companies are
becoming digital, and even if mechanical engi-
neering is still the foundation, software has taken
the lead and this has projected us into a new
space, a totally new scenario”.

Do you think that Biesse might have been born in
a different place?

“Who knows? People matter. A lot. And people
are strictly related to the territory where they
are born and live. All we have been doing in
these years in terms of machinery, technological
decisions and innovation has the dna of Gian-
carlo Selci. This is another essential element…
an expression of this territory. Biesse has very
solid foundations as relates to research and re-
liability, tracing back to its founder. Our task is
to keep building, for instance investing massively
in software because that’s what customers
choose today. How do you control a machine?
The mechanical part is taken for granted…We
have invested in “b-Solid”, we have acquired
“B_AVANT”, one of the best suppliers of super-
visory systems. It's not mere chance that big
plants accounted for 30 million euro turnover
and now, three years later, we have grown to
120. Another key topic is distribution: our sales
direction has a strong focus on territory coverage,
and this approach generates an impressive
number of deals, many more than in the past.
We have really made a deep change to our
philosophy, approach and strategy, shifting
from a product-centric attitude to a stronger
focus on effective marketing and communication:
we are a young company, despite our long his-
tory, we invest, we are dynamic and successful,
we stand close to our customers”. 

Mr Porcellini, we don’t want to be banal, but
Biesse is more "glocal” than ever…
“Let’s say that “local” values, closer to the vision
of our founder and our land, are the foundations
of a group that has realized that, today, the
world is our horizon. Being “international” means
facing challenges, having more opportunities
to understand who we are and get richer. I can
mention the recent opening of the new Biesse
Group Middle East campus in Dubai, an ad-
vanced center offering technology and training,
an unprecedented investment in the region.
Starting from Pesaro, as usual...”. (l.r.)

www.biesse.com
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XYLEXPO GROWS: HALL 4 OPENED!

Activity is back in full swing for the next edition of
Xylexpo, the biennial international exhibition of
woodworking technology and furniture industry
supplies to be held at FieraMilano-Rho from Tues-
day, May 8, to Saturday, May 12, 2018.
“It’s going to be a great edition!”. This sort of
mantra can be heard over and over, as in these
weeks more than ever, there is a strong feeling
that in 2018 Xylexpo will not only do it duty, but
also reaffirm, once and forever, its role, the parti-
cipation of an innovation-focused audience, the
definition of a real “mission”, i.e. being a showcase
of excellence for secondary operations and pro-
cesses for the panel and solid wood industries.
These are the cornerstones of the Milan exhibition,
the chapters of a story that places this event
among the indispensable dates of the industry
calendar.
You all know this exhibition has been going
through a period of “second thoughts” and was
affected more than others by the critical situation
of the market in recent years; but now everything
seems to be in synch, all gears are oiled. Many
factors have supported this comeback, first of all
an Italian market that is still “alluring” for the inter-
national supply of wood and wood-based material
technology, besides a significant convergence of
companies and groups which have realized that
Xylexpo is still a “driver”.
In addition, according to Acimall estimates – the
Italian association of woodworking machinery
and accessory manufacturers, which publishes
this magazine and organizes Xylexpo – Italian te-
chnology consumption is growing constantly and
will reach 900 million euro in 2018, bringing the
Italian market back to pre-crisis volumes. 
And maybe a small contribution came from Xy-
lexpo, which has never given up its role in fifty
years of history! Yes, the upcoming 26th edition
is a major milestone of a story started on March
16, 1968, when Xylexpo opened its gates for the
first time (it was called Interbimall at that time).

Now it's sailing with full wind, with all major groups
having already submitted their registrations to be
in Milan next May 8-12: Homag, Weinig-Holz
Her, Cefla, Ima Schelling, Scm and Biesse (in
order of registration) are gearing up to be in top
shape when they enter the FieraMilano-Rho halls,
and many of them have asked for more space,
larger booths, forcing organizers to add a new
hall, hall 4.

“In 2016 we preferred to have a “high-density”
layout to offer an agile, lean, easy-to-visit exhi-
bition, in line with the situation of the market”,
said Dario Corbetta, exhibition director. “That
decision was taken for the benefit of visitors
and we fully “exploited” the three halls available.
Now the Italian market is much more attractive,
the overall economic situation has improved
and many exhibitors have requested to expand
their booths, so we have decided to add a
fourth hall and to adapt the layout accordingly”.

So, Xylexpo will take up four halls: halls 1 and 3
will host companies specializing in the production
of panel processing machinery and tools, surface
finishing and the related products, hardware, se-
mifinished materials and supplies; halls 2 and 4
will be dedicated to panel and solid wood pro-

cessing machinery and tools, primary operation
equipment and tools, semifinished materials and
complementary accessories.

Again this year – in line with an approach that Xy-
lexpo adopted several years ago before all major
international exhibitions – each hall will have a
“focal point” represented by one or more industry
“giants”. In hall 1 this role will be played by
Biesse and Barberan, in hall 2 it will be Scm
Group. Homag and Cefla will be the focus in
hall 3, Ima and Weinig in hall 4.

They will be surrounded by many protagonists of
this industry review. “At the end of November –
Corbetta added – 230 companies had registered,
taking up approximately 28 thousand square
meters, a bit less than the total area of Xylexpo
2016. With these figures we can already say
that the fiftieth edition will reaffirm the role of
our exhibition as a global reference event for
secondary processing and leading-edge tech-
nology for industrial and advanced handicraft
businesses. Merit for this goes to the many ex-
hibitors who attend the event, leaders in business
and technological innovation. Besides the big
groups mentioned above, Milan will host Alberti,
Albricci, Bacci, Bi-Matic, Buerkle, Costa Levi-
gatrici, Comec Group, Cvm, Felder, Fimal,
Friulmac, Giardina Group, Hundegger, Mas-
terwood, Metalstar 2000, Pade, Top, Vitap –
only to mention those who requested the largest
booths – representing the core of Xylexpo and
international technology”.

AROUND THE EVENT…
The coming weeks will be essential, as several
companies are still considering their participation
in the “Milan May” and we are still lagging behind
the figures of 2016, when 443 exhibitors partici-
pated. It will be an intensive period also for pro-
motion, which started a while ago and will inform
all operators around the world about what they
will find in Milan. There will be the traditional Xyl-
expo road show, meetings, seminars, events
and press conferences at the most important in-
dustry events around the world.
Activity will also be intensive during the show,
with a rich side program, including the third
edition of XIA-Xylexpo Innovation Award, which
has been largely appreciated by virtue of its tran-
sparency and clear rules, and winners have leve-
raged it extensively for their communication in
the past two years. Concept and contents are
confirmed, although rumor has it that some new
elements should be introduced in 2018, to involve
additional market segments more directly. We
will tell you soon, as in January we will host the in-
ternational press conference that illustrates all
the contents of the Milan exhibition. 
There will also be Xylexpo Arena, back after a
break to restore the traditional meeting point in
Hall 4 for companies, associations, institutes and
universities, to support knowledge and information
transfer. But we will talk about this and more in
the coming issues…

www.xylexpo.com

Emilia Romagna & Marche

UTENSIL CENTRO, MAKE ROOM FOR YOUNG PEOPLE!
We went to Vallefoglia near Pesaro Urbino to visit
Utensil Centro, a company that manufacturers
tools for wood, laminates and Pvc. The company
was established in 1960, then it was taken over
by Libero Bartolini and Walter Pazzaglini, two
capable workers with a dream in the drawer,
opening a business of their own. They had both
experience and skills, so in 1980 the situation
was favorable and Utensil Centro definitely moved
into their hands. Since then, they’ve come a long
way and now have four children working in the
company. The steering wheel has been handed
over to the second generation: Alessandro and
Gianluca Pazzaglini, Nicola and Manuele Bar-
tolini, each with a specific role and task.
“It was a natural process”; said Manuele Bar-
tolini, as we met him in the Utensil Centro
offices. “Our parents realized that we could
and had to be a resources for the family business.
But we have to admit their experience is still
very important, both in technical and in sales
matters, although the four of us are proving to
deserve their trust”.
Manuele Bartolini is very young, 26, accountant,
in charge for export sales for seven years. 
“We really feel the responsibility, we now it’s up
to us now to decide and to manage. Today
Utensil Centro has 25 employees, our organi-
zation is relatively developed and we deliver
quality tools, fast service, strong expertise..In
the beginning, Utensil Centro was focuses on
the production of tools for the furniture industry.
The first products were steel cutters, but then
faster machines, increasing quality requirements
in all machining steps and market expansion
called for tools with longer life and higher per-
formance. The transition to hard metal was ob-
vious and quite fast, according to our fathers.
More recently, we took another step to keep up
with customer requirements, namely the pro-
duction of polycrystalline diamond tools.”

Are you growing constantly?
“Yes, for sure, in terms of organization, decisions
and investments. But we had to face the challenge
of the past ten years, too… since 2008, everyone
agrees that the world has changed, and it was
the same for us. Just think that we worked only in
Italy. The crisis has brought hard selection, has
reduced volumes, and consequently, has forced
us to make different decisions, to really consider
the necessity to go abroad..”.

Now you can only figure out what can be done in
the future…
“We think about it every day. For this purpose,
collaboration and “teaming up” are precious,
because to make real research and innovation
you need qualified resources and investments..:”.

How do you fit into this context with your story
and your roots in this territory?
“We know we have many challenges behind us
and many more important ones ahead. We know
very well what we are today: a company with 4
million euro revenues from polycrystalline diamond
tools, both special and standard, made of solid
metal, with mechanical mount. We are really
competitive in integral cutters and special me-
chanical mount, as well as braze-welded products.
We make good business in Italy and more than
40 countries around the world, with Europe ac-
counting for most of our export, which currently
accounts for 45 percent of our turnover…”. “We
provide full service to our customers: we can re-
sharpen any tool and repair it when necessary.
We have invested in next-generation machinery
that operate unattended, so that we can make
standard products at night, while during the day
we produce special tools for which we have con-
stant requests. We want to be 100 percent flexible
and keep investing in this direction..”. (l.r.)

www.utensilcentro.it

FOCUS
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AVEDON OBTAINS MAJORITY 
STAKE IN ALTENDORF

Avedon Capital Partners, an experienced
growth capital investor, passionate about sup-
porting market-leading Mittelstand companies
and their outstanding management teams in rea-
lising their ambitious growth plans and strategic
visions, acquires a majority stake in Wilhelm Al-
tendorf GmbH & Co. KG (“Altendorf Group”),
the globally leading manufacturer of saws for
craft processing of wood, metal and plastics lo-
cated in Minden, Germany. Common objective
is to extend the group s premium position for
machines and services in wood, metal and
plastics processing with innovative products and
technologies to sustainably capture new customer
segments and markets through organic growth
and by realizing external growth potential. In the
course of this succession solution with Avedon
entering as new majority shareholder, the existing
managing directors Joerg F. Mayer (43) and
Wolfgang Ruhnau (48) acquired a minority
stake in the company. As shareholders and ma-
naging directors they stand strongly for continuity
in the management of the company and for em-
barking on a dynamic future for Altendorf. The
Altendorf family, recently active in the third and
fourth generation as shareholders and in the
management respectively advisory board of Al-
tendorf, appreciates the solid and sustainable
setup of the group with its excellent and expe-
rienced management team and with Avedon as
proven partner for the German Mittelstand, and
retires from its corporate engagement. The tran-
saction successfully closed on October 6, 2017.
The Parties agreed not to disclose the purchase
price or any further details to the transaction.
Inventor of the sliding table saw on expansion
course Altendorf Group, headquartered in Minden,
looks back at a 110 year history and enjoys
global brand awareness. The group’s most im-
portant product is the sliding table saw, developed
by Wilhelm Altendorf in 1906. The model “F45”,
also called `The Altendorf  is perceived around
the world as synonym for brand and product.

The company employs more than 250 people
and has sustained continuous growth in the past
years. In 2016 Altendorf Group generated revenues
of 40m Eur. As driver of innovation, Altendorf
Group takes a leading role in the wood-working
handicraft sector and has a strong position for
further national and international growth. Together
with the existing management team, Avedon in-
tends to further diversify the company and to
continue developing new customer segments
with the brand of Altendorf. In the spirit of Altendorf
as a premium brand, in particular the areas of
R&D, sales and services will be further stren-
gthened and sustainably expanded. Additional
double-digit-million investments aim to further ex-
pand the product portfolio with special focus on
digitalisation. In executing this strategy, the site
in Minden will take an important role as the centre
of global growth and of experienced employees
in all organisational areas. Further investments
into the organisation should ensure Altendorf
Group’s position as leading innovator within the
sector in future. Joerg F. Mayer and Wolfgang
Ruhnau will continue as the company’s manage-
ment team. Both have been active in different po-
sitions within Altendorf Group for more than 15
years and were appointed Managing Directors at
the beginning of 2015. In their respective functions
they have decisively shaped Altendorf Group’s
development over the last years. In the future
they will also overlook the responsibilities previously
held by the selling shareholder Tom Altendorf. In
addition, Ralf Koester, a well-proven entrepreneur
with many years’ experience in working with fi-
nancial investors, will take over the role as
Chairman of the advisory board from Wilfried Al-
tendorf. Dr.Koester possesses long-standing ex-
perience in the mechanical engineering industry,
particularly in the wood processing and the
furniture segments. He is rooted in the region
and familiar with Altendorf Group due to his acti-
vities in its advisory board for several years. 

www.altendorf.com

SOFTWARE

From left: Joerg F. Mayer and Wolfgang Ruhnau.

NEWS

Buoyed by a strong global economy, the next
Magna ExpoMueblera trade fair and its two
flagship shows, Magna Expo Mueblera Industrial
and Magna Expo Mobiliario e Interiores, will be
in an excellent position when it opens it gates
from 17 to 20 January 2018 at the Centro Ba-
namex exhibition center in Mexico City.
Next year marks the 24th time that the Magna
Expo Mueblera Industrial showcase for wood-
working and timber processing plant, machinery,
tools and solutions will be held. It will be co-
staged with the international furniture and interior
decoration exhibition Magna Expo Mobiliario e

Interiores. For the first time, the joint showcase
will be run under the sole management of Hanover
Fairs México, a subsidiary of the German trade
fair company Deutsche Messe AG.
It will return with a fine-tuned trade show layout
that clearly demarcates the fair’s two main flagship
shows. The Magna Expo Mueblera Industrial and
Magna Expo Mueblera Mobiliario e Interiores
shows will also benefit having their own tailor-
made communications campaigns that reflect
the different needs and interests of their respective
visitor target groups. 217 exhibitors exhibited on
30,000 square meters (323,000 sq.ft) at this

year’s Magna ExpoMueblera. They came from
Mexico, Brazil, Columbia, France, Germany,
Hong Kong, Turkey and the United States. Next
year’s show will feature the first-ever German
national pavilion, which is organized by the Ger-
man Federal Minister for Economic Affairs and
Energy. ■

EXHIBITIONS
Magna Expo Mueblera returns with fresh format

NEW “SOLIDWORKS” 
RELEASE LAUNCHED

Milan hosted the traditional meeting with Dassault
Systèmes for the launch of the new “Solidworks”
release, the popular suite of applications for 3D
design and engineering, now at the 26th edition.
Plenty of news, many based on user feedback
and input, all aimed at speeding up the process
from design to production, while improving quality
standards and reducing costs. The presentation
was opened by Guido Porro, managing director
- EuroMed at Dassault Systèmes. “We are growing
at double-digit rates”, he said. “This result is
certainly supported by a market revamping
driven by Industry 4.0, but we are also acquiring
new market shares and we are doing that not
only thanks to our technical skills, but also by
promoting technology democratization, i.e. a
strategy to bring to small and medium businesses
solutions that, until recently, were almost exclu-
sively accessible and affordable to big compa-
nies”. Dassault Systèmes is not just “Solidworks”,
Guido Porro stressed: “It’s a much wider organi-
zation, represented by our “3DExperience Plat-
form”, where Solidworks is one component; the
portfolio includes simulation, digital manufac-
turing, supply chain optimization, structured
and de-structured collaboration within the com-
pany (PLM), up to solutions related to Big Data.
All these components are the pillars of the
Italian Government’s Industria 4.0 plan. Our
3DExperience Platform is actually an integrated
suite of solutions based on a single data model,
as today a business platform can no longer
afford working by sequential processes”.
Starting from the concept of “Model at the core
of the process”, Marco Gazzetto – director
sales Balkans, Israel, Italy, Solidworks – and
Gualtiero Marcellan, “Solidworks” technical sales
director-EuroMed, reviewed the new features and
enhancements of the software.The new release –
they said – enables different teams to collaborate
in product design faster, validate functionality

and manufacturability, manage data and the
related processes, streamline and automate pro-
duction, execute inspections and checks. Any
modification to the design or production processes
can be automatically extended to all models, pro-
grams, drawings and documents, as the intellectual
property of a project is fully integrated since the
early development stages.The most significant
innovation for “Solidworks 2018”, they said in
Milan, is “Solidworks Cam” for Cnc programming,
supporting the integration between engineering
and manufacturing. Designers and engineers can
better understand how products are made, and
consequently make more informed decisions, as
well as quickly create prototypes to check quality,
costs and delivery times. And also: with “Solidworks
Cam”, working teams can deploy new “make-to-
order” strategies, designing parts to measure
and automatically programming their production
much more quickly. Today, the needs of most fur-
niture manufacturers (but not only) include speeding
up the time-to-market of finished products (acce-
lerating production as well as design), offering in-
creasing product customization, and handling
smaller and smaller batches. To all of these needs,
the ecosystem of Dassault Systèmes solutions
can offer more than adequate answers.
"I believe that a managing director, or even a pro-
duction or development manager of a company
in the furniture business – Guido Porro said –
should identify to what extent their development,
engineering, manufacturing and distribution pro-
cesses can be parallelized. If the parallelization
level is still very low and the whole process is ba-
sically sequential, then I believe this is a big pro-
blem, having an impact not only on the capacity
to accelerate time-to-market... In such a scenario,
our “3DExperience Platform” is the ideal solution
to get as close as possible to end customers and
their needs.  

www.solidworks.com



country into a global power; the process is still
under way and transformation will continue in the
medium and long term. 
Despite significant problems due to social and
economic inequalities and the contrast between
rich industrialized regions and poor areas, India
has succeeded in pursuing an improvement
route of its own, alternating expansive periods
and temporary economic slowdown phases. 
Starting from 2013 until 2016, Gdp recorded
consistent though moderate growth by 7.7
percent; inflation, after a 10 percent peak in
2013, took a declining slope, falling down to 5
percent in 2016. In 2016, public debt amounted
to 47.9 percent of Gdp and is constantly decrea-
sing, while unemployment is at 8.6 percent, up
by 0.1 percent from 2015. In the first quarter
2017, quarter-on-quarter growth slowed down,
with a 6.1 percent decrease compared to the
final quarter 2016. Such negative trend was
mainly due to the deterioration of private con-
sumption, down by 4.2 percent in the same
period, two percent less than in the last quarter
2016. Despite economic growth slowing down,
industrial activities benefited from a rally of public
expenditure and a positive contribution from trade
flows.

INDIAN FURNITURE MARKET
The furniture industry in India is very differen-
tiated and characterized by few big groups and
a huge number of small players; production in-
cludes home furniture, both modern and traditional,
and office furniture. 80 percent of sales are con-
centrated in the “mass” market for customers
with medium-low purchasing power, while the re-
maining 20 percent is high-end furniture and
import products in general. 
Countries like Italy, Germany and the United Kin-
gdom are the main sources of high-end products,
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INDIAWOOD 2018: SEE YOU IN BANGALORE!

Indiawood is one of the world’s leading exhibitions
for the furniture manufacturing and the woodworking
industry. It offers its audience a comprehensive
overview of the prevailing technological innovations
and the latest manufacturing trends in furniture
manufacturing, woodworking technologies, tools,
fittings, accessories and raw materials. Indiawood
takes place every two years. 
The next event, from 8-12 March 2018 at the
Bangalore International Exhibition Centre, will be
Indiawood’s 10th edition. In 2016, 703 exhibitors
(22 percent growth from the 2014 edition) from 30
countries participated, and the event welcomed
50,808 visitors (55 percent increase from the
2014 edition) from 823 cities and 53 countries.
Buyers clocked in for a complete overview of the
market and technology in all its dimensions and
created millions worth of business possibilities.
The show floor of Indiawood 2018 will span over
approximately 50,000 sqm with more than 850
exhibitors from 40 countries showcasing the latest
machines, technological innovations, equipment,
smart manufacturing trends as well as materials,
fittings, tools to the projected 60,000 attendees
from across the globe. The show is now renowned
for its many live demonstrations and product
launches during the show. 
Over the last two decades, PDA Trade Fairs &
Eumabois, in partnership with exhibitors and
visitors have catalysed the growth of the Indian
woodworking industry. Eumabois representing
over 800 European manufacturers of machines
and accessories for woodworking account for
over 70 percent of the global production of wood-
working machinery.

ECONOMIC NOTE ABOUT INDIA
A country with huge potential, in recent years
India has consolidated its economic growth con-
sistently, gradually transforming from a developing

accounting for 25 percent of import. Italy has an
8 percent share on India’s total furniture import.
China supplies approximately 50 percent of import
furniture, mostly medium-low quality products.
Indian furniture export is mainly addressed to
Western countries, especially the United States,
Germany and France, with a prevalence of ethnic
furniture. 
The market trend is going up and, according to
estimates, it should increase by 15 percent in the
next five years; such positive trend is and will be
affected by the development of the spending ca-
pacity of Indian families, who will have more and
more possibilities to buy valuable and brand fur-
niture.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY BUSINESS 
Woodworking machinery demand has gradually
increased in recent years, reaching up to si-
gnificant volumes; the total 2016 export flows of
key global players show significant sales expan-
sion. 
The top manufacturing countries supplied equip-
ment for 88 million euro in total, up by 40 percent
from 2015. Italy, Germany, China and Taiwan ac-
count for almost the entire export to India.  Italy is
the second biggest machinery supplier after
China, with 24 million euro, while the Asian country
achieved 37 million euro turnover. Germany ex-
ported machinery for 19 million euro. Apart from
China, Italy and Germany are the most important
references for local technology users. The re-
spective sales values (24 million euro for Italy
and 19 million for Germany) may seem small

compared to the dimensions of both countries,
but you have to take into account local production,
which mainly originates from Italian and German
companies that had the opportunity to establish
local manufacturing units to “attack” the market
from the inside. In the first six months of 2017,
Germany and China achieved a further increase
of export flows, with 19 and 18 million euro re-
spectively, while Italy suffered from 41 percent
reduction over the same period of 2016, with 10
million euro of technology export. However, it is
still too early to say that the trend of Italian export
has reversed, as a recovery is expected in the
second half.

by Piero Borroni
Acimall Studies Office

www.indiawood.com
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Freud: “India is a market where you should
keep investing today and tomorrow”
Doing business in the Indian
market for almost twenty ye-
ars, Freud – a Group Bosch
company with headquarters
in Udine – relies on highly
qualified salesforce and an
extensive distribution net-
work. “India is a market in
constant expansion four
our company, a country
where we keep investing”, says Pietro Dagostin,
general manager at freud. “We have had clear
evidence in the past five years, with significant
growth although the woodworking industry –
an important sector for Indian economy – is still
very fragmented. According to estimates, 85
percent of the market is still represented by
handicraft and small-medium businesses, while
only 15 percent of value comes from big com-
panies. However, in recent years we have seen
an increasing presence of big groups, also
global ones, and consequently more competi-
tion”.
Booming urbanization, driven by young people
willing to move into big cities, combined with in-
creasing foreign investments in retail and tourism,
have resulted into an exponential growth of real
estate in India, and consequently of the furniture
industry. “We have seen a trend towards the
use of new materials with sophisticated technical
properties (composites for heat insulation and
more wear-resistant materials), although multi-
layered panels and particleboard are still pre-
dominant. For this reason, our proposal for the
Indian market is mainly focused on panel pro-
cessing for the production of furniture”.
Why do Indian companies decide to invest in
Indian technology? “There are several factors
driving local companies to improve their manu-
facturing standards: macroeconomic and de-
mographic factors, including a very young pop-
ulation, increasing income in the middle class
and more export. The trend is still limited, but
some operators are trying to improve their offer
by modernizing their production equipment and
adopting new technology, with a focus on envi-
ronmental impact. So, we are proud that, for in-
dustrial and mid-sized companies, freud is one
of the most popular “made in Italy” brands in
our industry, a synonym for high quality of prod-
ucts as well as service”.

www.freud.it

Verinlegno: made-in-Italy technology 
for the Indian market
“We are very happy with
the results we are achiev-
ing in India”, proudly says
Sante Zandò, founding
partner of Verinlegno and
president of Verinlegno
Holding, active in India
through Woodver. “This
country is clearly record-
ing strong development,

despite huge contradictions. Today we mainly
sell in the areas of Delhi, Mumbai, Calcutta,
Chennai and Ahmadabad, but we are trying to
expand further to achieve new regions in the
south”.
After approaching the Indian market in 2003 and
collaborating with a local distributor for a long
time since 2010, Verinlegno – based on excellent
results in all industry segments (construction, fur-
niture, windows and floorings) – decided to take
another step and establish company Woodver,
which is just the latest stage of an accurately de-
signed strategic route.
“We initially analyzed the market and made
surveys to identify the availability of raw materials
to start local production of coatings. Our purpose
was to involve Indian producers of such re-
sources, provided they offered quality and con-
tinuity. At the same time we also invested in re-
search, to identify the best approach to apply
Italian technology to Indian resources. We
wanted to offer products made using Indian
raw materials but Italian technology and know-
how”. And so they did. “Until recently, the wood
coating sector was mostly comprised of medi-
um-low quality local products, with another seg-
ment of high-end products imported from Europe.
Our idea was to place our products in the mid-
range market, while preserving the high-end
offer that distinguishes our made-in-Italy coat-
ings”. However, as it often happens, working in
such a faraway market puts you before a number
of challenges. In India, Zandò points out, these
are associated partially to increasing competition
from local actors (and not only) who are following
the strategic direction shown by Verinlegno, and
partially to cultural differences. “During 2017 we
have achieved plus 30 percent in India compared
to 2016, in terms of revenues and sales volumes,
and we are developing new sales programs
that will further improve our trend. Our market
approach based on leading-edge technology
has been appreciated by a big Indian global
group: we have closed major agreements with
them to grow further”.

www.verinlegno.it

by Elisa Maranzana

A country characterized by widespread inconsi-
stency, by cultural, social and economic pluralism,
but most of all a strongly developing country. If
you have recently been to India, you have realized
the country is literally seething. Such ferment is
not just reflected in the drive to invest in new pro-
ducts to achieve higher quality results, but also
in increasing attention to the environment.

Cefla Finishing: “We want to add more qual-
ified engineers in after-sales service”

“In recent months, the Indian
market has slowed down sig-
nificantly due to a negative
trend”, says Fabio Vito
Grazioso, regional sales ma-
nager of Cefla Finishing, with
headquarters in Imola (near
Bologna), sales offices and
after-sales service operations
in India for 15 years. “Never-

theless, we are going to close 2017 with excellent
results, as we are proud to say we have acquired
high-end customers. This category of companies
look for higher product quality and a reliable
partner. That’s why the choose Cefla, which
can also offer high-end after-sales service de-
livered by Indian engineers with over 15 years
of experience and constantly updated through
continuous training in Italy”.
Cefla opened their first Indian site in Bangalore,
the capital of Karnataka state, but now a branch
office in Cochi is also active, in the Kerala federal
state, both in the southern region of the country.
“Indian entrepreneurs are investing massively
in new technology and they are committed to
research and innovation. They rely on Cefla be-
cause they need a partner that is always ‘one
step ahead’ and offers after-sales service to
solve any issue. 
The market segments most sensitive to techno-
logical innovation, hence to Cefla’s value propo-
sition, are furniture and interior decorations, es-
pecially for materials like fiber cement and plas-
tics. The high quality ensured by Cefla Finishing
solutions has brought excellent results in auto-
motive, where we are selling to subcontractors
producing the interior trimmings of cars made
in India also by global OEMs”.

The most appreciated Cefla-branded lines among
Indian manufacturers are those for spraying and
roller coating, especially one- or two-arm oscillating
spraying machines (“Easy” and “Mito”), “Smar-
tcoater” and “Smartgloss” by Sorbini, and the
spraying robot “iBotic” for glue application.
What’s the future for Cefla in the Indian market?
Which are their development strategies? “Con-
sidering the Bangalore, Cochin and Dubai
offices, today Cefla Finishing is operating almost
400 lines in India and the Middle East, and our
goal is to further increase the availability of
qualified engineers in after-sales service, who
can also provide support for plant installation
and commissioning”.

www.ceflafinishing.com

Ica Group towards a greener future
After twenty years in busi-
ness through Indian distri-
butors, in April 2016 Ica si-
gned a joint-venture agree-
ment with Pidilite, an Indian
company listed on the Stock
Exchange and a leader in
the production of glues and
chemical products for con-

struction. So, a new life has begun, with ICA
directly involved in the Indian market through the
new company ICA Pidilite. “Leveraging our long-
standing experience in India”, says Andrea
Paniccia, general manager of the group based
in Civitanova Marche (Macerata), “we have been
able to follow the progressive evolution of this
market. From the use of entry-level coatings,
demand has gradually moved up to more in-
novative products with higher quality. The latest
trend we are seeing is a widespread focus on
environmental protection, which has drawn the
attention of architects and interior designers to
low-impact coatings, as well as finishing prod-
ucts in line with Italian and European stan-
dards”.

Another remark should be added: “The Indian
market is very interested in made-in-Italy prod-
ucts in general, and also Italian design furniture
is a major reference. As a result, Italian wood
coatings are highly requested by customers
looking for high final quality”.
In India, paints and coatings are almost exclusively
applied by “paint contractors” on the spot. The-
refore, application requirements are totally different
from industrial companies. “Our most successful
products are interior coatings that combine
ease of use, application speed and fast drying.
Don’t forget that the environmental conditions
of workplaces in India are difficult due to high
temperature and humidity levels. Based on
this, you can understand why a key strength of
our sales process is represented by training
courses with hands-on sessions, which we or-
ganize regularly for “paint contractors”, and
meetings with architects to present our new
products”.
And in the future? “With Ica’s high level of spe-
cialization in low-impact coatings, we are con-
fident that in the coming years we will increase
the sales of these products significantly also in
India. We also expect this market to become
keener and keener on final quality and conse-
quently increase the demand of high-perfor-
mance products”.

www.icaspa.com

WHERE IS THE INDIAN MARKET HEADING?

Fabio Vito 
Grazioso.

Andrea Paniccia.

Pietro Dagostin.

Sante Zandò.
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ZETAGI
“RETRON FINISH SERIES 615000”

Made by Zetagì, is the water based
pigmented two component polyurethane
finish formulated with hydroxylate acrylic resin, to
be cross linked only by aliphatic isocyanate har-
dener code “730030”.  Particularly suitable as a
finish for the painting of furniture and related pro-
ducts, it can be easily roughened by sandpaper;
excellent resistance to scratching and to products
for the cleaning of the house. The type of resins,
along with the remaining components of the for-
mulation, give the film undisputed behavior towards
the yellowing due to sunlight, and good flexibility.
To be applied, after roughening by sandpaper,
on top of “Retron Primer series 615000”. Also
suitable for Mdf, briar and cherry wood. Store the
product in cans not containing metals such as
iron, copper, zinc, aluminum and their alloys. Ap-
plication data: Finish flat, color white, other colors
on request. Suggested DFT: 35÷45 m. 

Theoretical consumption:
90÷120 g/m2 mixed with
730030 curing agent.
Practical spreading rate:
roughly 30 percent lower

than the theoretical by airless application (indicative
value, as it is dependent on numerous factors
unrelated to the product, such as the size of the
object, the conditions of the surface, the type
and conditions of application). Equipment: airmix
spray or electrostatic airless and systems Hvlp
(High volume low pressure). The cross linking
reaction between the base and the curing agent
“730030” is in competition with the one between
the catalyst and water, so the balance between
the two reactions is unstable. The use of guns
mixing the two components prevent the features
of the painted pieces to vary depending on the
time elapsed between the full cure and the ap-
plication. This way the degree of cross linking is
optimized and the reaction made repeatable.  

www.zetagi.com
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CMA ROBOTICS
INTELLIGENT PAINTING

Cma Robotics spa was founded
in 1994 and since then it has grown
to be one of the most important
Italian companies in the production
of anthropomorphic robots for pain-
ting application, with specific ap-
plication any kind of material. Over
the years we have developed some specific au-
tomatic system solutions for windows and doors,
for furniture parts, etc. We have used our expe-
rience and the expertise of our technical depar-
tment in the field of optical recognition and pro-
gramming to elaborate new global solutions that
allow our customer to gain a competitive edge in
their specific market. Thanks to our experience
and to our work in the field of painting, we have
developed a complete array of specific options
that we can supply to our customers, giving them
very powerful tools to increase their efficiency. 

This is due to the fact that being
producer of our own robots and ma-
naging software we have the capa-
city to adapt our product to the spe-
cific needs of the customers.  The
flexibility is extended to our pro-
gramming system where together
with the traditional point to point sy-
stem we can offer self-learning and
automatic recognition and program-

ming.
Self Learning Programming: the operator
guides the robot manually, via a joystick, through
a complete spraying cycle on a sample piece.
The control computer stores all the paths and
commands and can then repeat them faithfully
at the desired speed. This learning method
makes the use of the robot extremely simple
because, while the sample piece is made, the
program to be stored can be checked and any
errors can be rectified easily. It is therefore very
useful to spray complex-shaped pieces.

www.cmarobot.com

BIESSE GROUP
BIESSE OUT TO CONQUER EMERGING MARKETS

The birth and growth of Biesse India mirrors the
global market for wood machining. High level
expertise to compete in emerging markets by
responding to local needs and guaranteeing the
highest quality standards.
Product development in India began in 2007,
the emerging markets (India and Asia) were
taking the first steps toward industrialisation at
the time. The products offered, then and now,
are entry level products companies needed to
help replace manpower, which, despite being
cheap, is unable to offer sufficient production
volumes to keep up with market growth. Given
this scenario, producing in these markets was a
necessary step to guarantee competitive products.
So it was that Biesse India commenced producing
a base package of wood processing machines:
the “Sektor” automatic panel saw, the semi-au-
tomatic Jade edgebanding machine and the
Rover Gold machining centre, serving both the
local market and the entire APAC (Asia, China,
Australia) area, arriving all the way to the Middle
East. Not only did breaking into these markets
with products made by Biesse India compound
the awareness within the markets themselves of
the quality offered by materials Made in Biesse,

it also helped create new business opportunities
within markets that are increasingly in need of te-
chnology as they grow. Furthermore, mature mar-
kets (like the United States and Europe) gladly
welcomed the opportunity to reach previously
difficult customers thanks to a more competitive
product. Thanks to this approach, Biesse was
able to expand its market offer for companies
working with wood, but also for other market seg-
ments. In fact, as part of Biesse product deve-
lopment for advanced materials, a dedicated
product line is being produced in India: “Rover
Plast J FT”. 
The growing demand for Biesse machines has
led to a expansion of Biesse India with a new ma-
nufacturing unit at Makali, Bangalore. An area of
20,800 sqm, which includes facilities like 16,500
sqm of shop floor, 450 sqm of Tech Centre inside
the shop floor area for Indian Machines and 600
sqm dedicated to sales and service activities,
2,300 sqm of office premises and other facilities
spread over an area of 1,400 sqm. The maximum
production capacity of this new unit is 1,500 ma-
chines/year. 

www.biesse.com

SCM GROUP
SCM AT INDIAWOOD 2018

every type of application: from the stefani md in-
dustrial edge bander that edges up to 22mm
thick panels with solid wood edging and is ideal
for machining both small and large batches, to
the minimax me 20 model, the benchmark for
craft edge banders that is both versatile and
user-friendly; the extremely versatile profiset sha-
pers for window, door, stair and furniture profiles
that can be used for small batches too; “dmc
S600” and “S300” sanding machines for small
and medium-sized companies that offer versatile
machining from solid wood calibration to sanding
coatings; an exclusive collection of woodworking
machines, from the “Invincibile SiX”, a state of
the art circular saw for the entire sector, to more
innovative moulders, planers and band saws.
Based on its continuous and brilliant growth and
its remarkable performance in the first six months
of 2017 that has improved on the excellent results
of its last two annual reports, Scm takes the
stage at the IndiaWood trade fair as the solid and
reliable partner it has always been for the entire
woodworking technology sector.

www.scmgroup.com

In Bangalore from 8th to 12th March, Scm will
present its most reliable and technologically ad-
vanced range of woodworking machines. Offering
a wide selection of solutions for every type of
operation, from panel to solid wood processing,
these machines are designed and manufactured
in Italy to make customers competitive all over
the world.
"Scm works alongside its customers, day after
day, and this happens more than ever before in
Indian markets – states Luigi De Vito, Head of
the Scm Woodworking Machinery division. “In
these countries, both medium-sized furniture
manufacturers and small-scale craftspersons
are extremely dynamic and recognise Scm and
its technical expertise as the ideal partner to
keep them in line with the growing production
levels of one of the world’s most promising
economies. Scm is currently developing spe-
cial projects and major investments in the
Indian market that focus on a solid working re-
lationship with the local distributor and through
one of the most dynamic and fastest growing
sales and technical teams in the area. Scm is
also on the training and technological skill
sharing frontline thanks to its
technicians and an efficient net-
work of local distributors. Installing
an Scm machine has always led
to a long-standing relationship
of work, growth and trust."
Some very special Scm machines
will be on display at IndiaWood,
including: a comprehensive range
of edge banders with models for

With you. For you.

WE PAINT THE WORLD!

Finishing machines and systems.

www.giardinagroup.comgiardinagroup
FINISHING SOLUTIONS      1972
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COMPANIES

A NEW CHALLENGE
FOR MZ PROJECT

FROM RESCHIGLIANO TO JAPAN, 
WHEN COMPETENCE WINS!

Thirty years have gone by since Alvaro Mazzola
and Armando Zappa founded MZ Project. A
major milestone celebrated with new and important
references acquired with a clear choice, namely
offering specific, really tailor-made solutions. Along
the way, they have come across leading brands
in many sectors, as their “super-special” machines
are used to make the famous pipes by Savinelli,
the popular pianos by Fazioli or the wonderful
“engineered panels” by Alpi. Beautiful stories,
valuable partnerships we will tell about in the co-
ming issues. Now, in the last issue of this year, we
won't miss the opportunity to celebrate the thirtieth
anniversary of this company, historically based in
Mariano Comense, at the heart of the Brianza
wood and furniture district, specializing in the
construction of special machinery for wood, pla-
stics, non-ferrous metals, composites… 

“When I think about the 30-year mile-
stone, I recall when Armando and I
decided to create this company, we
were really reckless!”, Alvaro Maz-
zola says. “We knew what we were
doing and we had clear ideas, but
we had no money at all. All we knew
was that the machine we had in
mind would be successful, and we
had our skills: I was a salesperson
and Armando had technical
skills...Between 1992 and 1993 we really proved
that our "smart band saws” were a good idea.
This has always been our specialization, we have
developed it with intuition and also by meeting
customers who looked ahead and supported us
in our journey, they are still valuable partners
today. A company can grow and innovate when
customers offer hints and support, when you are
determined to respond to changing
requirements...this is the approach that has dis-
tinguished the creation and development of our
numerical control band saws. I must admit that
there have been people from major companies
who pointed the way to carry on certain projects
and ideas, maybe accidentally...".

Is that your recipe for innovation?
“It is the key ingredient: the people you meet
always help you identify your ambitions, your
projects, provided you also have the determi-
nation and capacity to receive inputs, to develop
a scheme, to turn it into a project and then a
solution, a technology. MZ Project has always
been open to customer requests, an approach
that has driven us to become specialists and
make special machines: in thirty years, we
have really made very few similar machines, I
believe that was our lifeline in the tough years”.

What was your first machine?
“A band saw that did not exist in Europe. There
was something similar in the United States, but
it was not used for panels. We applied the con-
cept to solid wood, specifically to raw boards
to make chair legs, an operation that was
entirely manual at that time. We could solve the
problem with a fully automatic, fast, effective,

and most of all, safe method. It was not easy to
explain to chair manufacturers that our solution
was a huge step forward: everyone believed
that cutting the pieces by hand was faster than
using our machine! We showed them that they
were wrong and our story began, although Italy
offered little satisfaction, in spite of being the
most important chair manufacturer in those
years. We sold many machines in France, Spain
and Portugal. In the Chair Triangle in Friuli and
in Brianza, no one took us seriously for several
years. Then, finally, things changed, we sold
the first machine and everyone realized they
had better give up their prejudice...”.
Band saws have always been your vocation…
“Yes definitely, they have always been our battle
horse. We have also dealt with other types of
machines, but they were complementary to our

equipment, because customers
asked us to. Our pride is that we
are still a small handicraft business,
we have a size that enables us to
be very flexible and to know each
customer to develop new con-
cepts and machines very quickly.
The latest machine we have
launched combines a band saw,
a three-axis router and a point-to-
point boring machine, three ag-
gregates for a multifunction ma-

chine that process the piece in sequence and
deliver a finished element starting from a large-
size panel…”.

And what about the crisis years?
“We have been going through a difficult period,
because we had new machine concepts to be
presented to an audience that was not really
considering new investments. In the past three-
four years, the situation has changed and we
are getting great satisfaction with our “Pluris”
and our range of cnc machines. Let me add
that several technical departments have copied
our projects, so we are even prouder of our role
as a small and qualified handicraft business”.

Let’s talk about size…
“A few years ago we had started a collaboration
with a big brand in Brianza. We had clear ideas
and a precise project: unfortunately, it all happened
in a very difficult period for the industry, between
2009 and 2010. It did not work, although we
were really determined to carry on that partnership.
Maybe in the future… after all we are based in an
area with lots of skills and opportunities, and we
might have another occasion to make different
choices, while respecting what we are and what
we want to be. You see, all we do is based on the
experience and technical knowledge we have
acquired, helping us establish certain relationships
with those who look for advanced technology.
Maybe we are an “exasperation of handicraft”,
but I assure you that we are achieving good
results and that we operate in a high-end tech-
nology sector. For instance, we have collaborated
to make a line for a company in Romania, pro-
ducing 70 million hangers a year. Another solution
we are working on will be used by a company in
Northern Europe to make four million wooden
train sets every year! We are also developing
technology for upholstered furniture shafts, we
work massively with the suppliers of a world-
famous retail brand and we believe this will be
one of the most important directions of growth in
our future".

by Luca Rossetti

www.mzproject.com

We are going to tell you a story we heard for the
first time in May at Ligna. We came across Dario
Camporese, owner of Saomad in Reschigliano,
a few kilometers from Padua; during our conver-
sation, he said he wanted to show some pictures
of one of their latest plants. 
We know the quality of Saomad’s machinery and
plants, but we were really amazed to see that it
was  a complete turnkey plant shipped to Ja-
pan.
So we asked Camporese to visit him at home, to
understand how he had closed such a deal! 

“The story began some time ago”, Camporese
told us in his Reschigliano office. “Back in 2015 I
got a phone call from a Japanese man talking
in good Italian, who said a friend of his wanted
to build a window factory in Japan. I must admit
I was taken aback for a while, because such
things rarely happen and I even thought it was
a joke... but I decided to go deeper into the
question and I realized it was actually a good
opportunity. Two weeks later I met him in Como,
where his Italian company has been based for
twenty years. 
We established mutual empathy from the very
start: we immediately understood each other,
and before I left, he asked me to come back on
the next Friday, when his Japanese friend would
come to Italy to find equipment and plants for
his project. 
That’s when I knew that the man from Japan
represented a famous construction company
that builds some 400 flats a year. I mean fully
finished and furnished flats. He wanted to install
a plant to solve the windows issue once and
forever, becoming totally independent in this
respect.
To cut it short, he liked my project and in few
months we moved from concept to the installation
of the factory cornerstone.
It was a big order that kept us busy for more
than one year. It was not easy, as we made a
factory from scratch, checking where and
how to place all the necessary machines and
involving other suppliers, assuming the respon-
sibility to coordinate everyone… A great expe-
rience, with difficult moments, but in the end it
was great satisfaction not only for Saomad, but
for “made in Italy” in general… 
The order was worth two million euro approxi-
mately, for a line that meets a specific market
challenge: in Japan, aluminum windows are
predominant, just like all over the world, but
wood windows are attracting much attention in
this period. So the Japanese businessman de-
cided to set up a factory to leverage this trend,
relying on Italian suppliers not only for their
expertise, but also because they are part of the
process that generates the typical taste and
design of “Italian windows”; known and ap-
preciated all over the world.
We even trained the Japanese workers who
came to our factory to become familiar with the
line before it was installed, to see how it was
made, to meet each supplier… 
At the end of 2016, when I was invited at the of-
ficial opening, they asked me to give a speech,
I must say I was a bit excited, it was a great
project we are very proud of”.

Will this be a single episode?
“Honestly, I don’t know: I can tell you we have
received another significant request from
Japan, a market where wooden windows are
growing strong, as I said. We are evaluating
this opportunity, because it’s a great challenge
for a company of our size…Things have gone
really well: the plant is producing and everything
is running smoothly, we have a scheduled in-
spection that the customer asked to postpone
because it's all working perfectly!”.

More generally, how is the window technology
segment doing?
“The market is definitely livelier than in recent
years: companies do not just imagine what a
plant could be like, they consider real opportu-
nities, ideas that are very likely to turn into
reality. Foreign markets are the most interesting:
on one hand, export accounts for 90 percent of
our business, 20 percent more than before the
crisis…These years have forced us to think
about ourselves and what we were doing. We
have become aware of the necessity to make a
further technology leap. Even in the worst pe-
riods, we never came to a total standstill and
we managed to acquire some orders, because
we realized that companies willing to invest
were looking for leading-edge technology, to
machines and lines that could increase their
competitiveness. Let me tell you that, for a
company of our size, it was not easy to fight
with the big brands to conquer a market niche…
To do that, we made clear decisions, we focused
on windows. As a result, we have been able to
develop a series of machines, our machining
centers “Woodpecker”, empowering them with
unique capabilities based on patented solutions
resulting from our advanced specialization,
our solid expertise in this segment. Now we
offer a full range, including plants that can
deliver ten to sixty windows per shift, with un-
paralleled finishing quality thanks to specific
solutions we have developed and implemented,
working at speed rates close to twenty meters
per minute. We have found the best possible
tradeoff between the tools we have selected,
the construction of our machines, electronics
and software, creating flexible machines…”.

And you have been rewarded by the market...
“Yes, but we are talking about machines that
become the heart of a business, significant in-
vestments that our customers decide to make
because they know that we can meet all of
their requirements, even the most peculiar
ones, with high-speed production cycles up to
twenty pieces per minute. Windows have
changed, we have changed, window producers
have changed: no one wants to be a joiner, so
these machines offering high intelligence and
automation are the only viable solution, as they
can cut labor by 60 percent, slashing fixed
costs and increasing margins. You don’t need
any expert, just someone who can load the
workpieces following the instructions given by
the machine itself. What else?”.

by Luca Rossetti

www.saomad.com

Dario Camporese.

Alvaro
Mazzola..
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SALVADOR: DETERMINED
TO STEP FORWARD

Some people, unlike
others, have not stop-
ped before the crisis,
have not surrendered
to the temptation of
locking themselves up
into a refrigerator, wai-
ting for better times.
One of them is Chris-
tian Salvador – ma-
naging director of the
same-named compa-
ny in San Vendemiano

– who was not satisfied with taking care of the roses
in his garden.
So, we will now try to tell you three stories, starting
from Salvador, an established brand in the business
of solid wood optimizers.
“We had a very positive 2017, which made it clear
that the crisis is over even for those who still had
some doubts”, Salvador says. “On a macroeconomic
scale, the situation is definitely improving, although
growth rates are still limited for many countries,
Italy most of all. However, if you look at investments,
you can see that many companies have decided
to replenish minimum stocks and upgrade an ob-
solete equipment fleet after a decade of wait-and-
see attitude. We are benefiting from this race to
make up for lost time, and this is one of the key in-
gredients of the new, more favorable season. I
think there are still many aspects to be clarified,
first of all if this is a structural recovery or an
abnormal wave generated by a reaction to recent
trends or driven by state incentives or supportive
measures by central banks. Anyway, optimism has
increased… At Salvador, we are really happy about
our business in all markets, or most of them. We
have been going through this tough period with
strong energy, turning it into an expansion season:
let me say that we have been increasing our
revenues and order intake for several years at dou-
ble-digit rates! We were able and bold enough to
make the right decisions at the right time, although
- I repeat - it’s wise keeping an eye on factors that
still generate uncertainty, from international politics
to population and social trends that are really dis-
ruptive and explosive!”.

So, strong growth is not just for big groups…
“I would say no. Provided you live every aspect of
your “enterprising” with passion and manic dedi-
cation. Salvador has strengthened its activity in
many market. We are satisfied with business in
Eastern Europe, even in the countries of former Yu-
goslavia, where solid wood has been suffering for
years and now is coming back, generating wide-
spread optimism and new investments, especially
in machinery with higher productivity, solutions to
make more. Just like our optimizers!
In the past few years, our customers in the wood
industry looked for flexibility, now they look for
more productivity, because the demand of products
from end consumers is increasing strongly in many
areas, and “figures” are significant..”.

“We just follow the market, refusing to believe that
a single order can be evidence of a new trend that
can disrupt the industry, but rather interpreting the
requests of our customers, trying to identify clear
indications to be extended to others. Market response
has been enthusiastic: we are a lean company with
less than twenty employees and revenues close to
6 million euro this year; such results were day-
dreaming just three years ago. But I have never
stopped challenging myself or looking for new
rivers to bathe, according to Heraclitus, who said
you cannot step twice into the same river! We have
duly interpreted a change that, after all, comes
from outside, but I really believe that you have to
focus on changes inside your own organization…”
“Personally, I have decided to think beyond “tradi-
tional” concepts, preferring to plant new trees even
though I might have stopped and picked fruits.

Salvador’s growth was not enough for me
to stop and look back at what we had
achieved, instead it drove me to develop
new systems, new technologies, new busi-
ness operations. Hence my personal de-
cision, almost two years ago, to open Sal-
vamac in Poland, a very lean manufac-
turing unit with a consistent catalog: semi-
automatic and manual cross-cutting saws
that complement the Salvador range…
Around this cornerstone we have added
and are adding new aggregates and ele-
ments that significantly increase the per-
formance of even “simpler” machines, in-
cluding smart loading/unloading systems,
automation to enable small companies
and advanced handicraft businesses to
apply the same principles of big compa-

nies”. “There is another project I really believe
in, namely the possibility to leverage the huge
potential of the Internet with traditional sales
and service systems. I will not say more, as we
are launching a “pilot” of this innovative way of
doing business in a country, in order to fine
tune our concept and think bigger. You see, all
too often we consider companies as simple
“material processors”: raw materials going in,
finished products coming out. More recently,
they have been considered “information proces-
sors”. I agree with those who think that compa-
nies should be based on an input and output
of business relations, they should be a network
of relations, with the entrepreneur acting as
network maker…

… but this is a different universe!
“Do you really think so? I have decided to be a
“network maker”, one who generates contacts
and connections among people, professional
roles, manufacturing capacities, design, tech-
nical skills. The better I am at “synchronizing”
these assets, at activating the right synapses,
the more new and profitable industrial structures

will rise. Maybe not conventional, but definitely
easier to manage, more flexible and performing,
able to adapt to a market that moves like a
swift leopard…The world has changed, our
market is bigger and follows different rules:
there are more open spaces than closed ones,
and it is essential to look ahead, rather than
through the rearview mirror!”.

by Luca Rossetti

www.salvadormachines.com

Holzfreund water-based cycles, a series of primers

and finishes for outdoor use and

Retron water-based two-component cycles, a series

of base coats and finishes for household furniture,

guarantee moisture resistance, surface hardness,

high adhesion and particularly beautiful colour.

Holzfreund treatment cycles for external use on doors and windows and Retron treatment

cycles for household furniture have obtained the Catas Quality Award.
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Christian Salvador.
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SICAM’S CONFIRMATION
Catas came back to Sicam in Pordenone with a
really intensive activity: the exhibition offered the
opportunity to discuss a few “hot topics”. 
How can you turn the “made in Italy" expression
into an objective concept? How can you make it
clear that a chair, a table or a wardrobe are the
result of skills, quality focus, comfort and safety
typical of Italian companies? Today this is a bit
easier following the publication of the UNI 11674
“Furniture – Requirements for determining
the Italian furniture origin”.
But, to make sure that the content of this standard,
the value of “certified” Italian origin and quality,
can be perceived by everyone around the world,
you need something that can be easily understood,
an intuitive and clear element: a mark.
Hence the decision by Catas and Cosmob, the
two most important Italian laboratories for furniture
analysis, testing and certification, to join their
efforts and promote a real “mark”, a label to be
applied to furniture to certify its Italian origin and
quality beyond any doubt.
The project, really ambitious, was presented to
industry companies in Pordenone, during the
latest edition of Sicam. The meeting was also at-
tended by FederlegnoArredo, the federation of
Italian wood-furniture industry associations within
Confindustria, and the Cluster Arredo Friuli-
Venezia Giulia, an innovation district for the
“Housing System”.
Several comments and questions followed the
presentations by Andrea Giavon and Lorena
Riul, respectively Director and Certification Ma-
nager of Catas; Alessio Gnaccarini and
Francesco Balducci, respectively Managing Di-
rector and Technical Director of Cosmob; Marco
Fossi, standardization director of FederlegnoAr-
redo; and Carlo Piemonte, director of Friuli-
Venezia Giulia furniture cluster. This was strong
evidence of the interest of companies to introduce
an element that can certify the performance of a
product (quality, function, safety, reliability, su-
stainability) as well as its so-called “indirect
values”, such as the expression of a local manu-
facturing culture or specific economic systems,
full compliance with environmental regulations,
labor rights, living standards. These material and
immaterial values are the foundations of “made
in Italy”.
“Creating an Italian certification system for fur-
niture that is serious, structured, credible and
reliable is a tangible way to stand close to
virtuous businesses, objectively promoting the
value of their products in the domestic and in-
ternational markets – said Alessio Gnaccarini
– through a simple and effective system, resulting
from great skills and expertise acquired by the
two laboratories over the decades”.
Such technical know-how is definitely valuable to
highlight and to “prove” the values of “made in
Italy” beyond any doubt.
But how? First of all by identifying products and
manufacturing processes, checking their com-
pliance with reference technical standards in la-
boratory, as well as the “Italian origin” of materials
and semifinished goods, according to Uni 11674.
“We wanted to design a simple solution”, Giavon
added. “Catas and Cosmob have created a
joint secretariat to manage the “Italian Origin
Mark” and a very simple certification process,
which can be followed without any difficulty not

only by Italy’s big furniture brands, but also by
small and medium companies looking for new
levers to be competitive on a global scale.
Now it’s up to companies!”.

ABOUT FORMALDEHYDE
Another “hot topic” discussed in Pordenone was
the official recognition of Catas as TPC-Third
Party Certifier by Epa (Environmental Pro-
tection Agency), the US Agency in charge for
inspections and certifications in the area of panel
formaldehyde emissions. The laboratory director
illustrated the impact of a nation-wide adoption
of these standards, applicable in California since
2009 and issued by Carb (California Air Resources
Board); such decision implies the obligation for
all exporters of panels or panel-based furniture
parts to comply with the new standard, indicating
emission levels based on certification by a reco-
gnized certifier. This is further evidence of the ex-
pertise and reputation of the Friuli-based laboratory,
serving the wood and furniture industry: starting
from next year, producers, importers, distribu-
tors and processors of wood-based panels will
have to comply with specific limits to operate in
the US: 0,05 parts per million (ppm) for plywood
panels; 0.09 ppm for particleboard; 0.11 ppm for
Mdf panels and 0.13 ppm for thin Mdf (up to 8
millimeters).

CATAS TODAY
“Founded in 1969 upon initiative by the Udine
Chamber of Commerce to support the economic
activity of the “Chair District”, today Catas is an
international competence center with a turnover
exceeding 6 million euro, more than 10 thousand
square meters of laboratories, 50 highly skilled
engineers, two sites, a rich catalog of tests,
over 43 thousand tests executed annually for
two thousand customers all over the world, 40
percent abroad from China to the United States”,
said Giavon during a press conference and tour
in the San Giovanni premises.
Giavon also provided significant figures for the
ranking of the “top-15 customer countries” by
turnover, led by Poland, followed by Romania,
Slovakia, Germany, Russia, Lithuania, United Kin-
gdom, China, Portugal, France, Denmark, Brazil,
Sweden, Turkey and Belarus. Considering the
number of customers, Germany leads the top-
15 ranking followed by Poland, China, Romania,
Lithuania, Turkey, Slovenia, United Kingdom, Rus-
sia, Sweden, Denmark, Portugal, Netherlands,
Bulgaria and Slovakia.
These figures are interesting not only because
they represent an Italian excellence, but also be-
cause they illustrate a map of today's furniture
production: if these countries request most tests,
there has to be a reason... 

www.catas.it

BETWEEN “DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN”
AND FORMALDHEYDE IN USA

“WOODTECH PROJECT”

EVENTS

STANDARDS

The event in Pordenone from 10 to 13 October
reaffirmed the values of the exhibition of supplies,
components and semifinished materials for the
furniture industry. Sicam has kept its promise.
Actually, it did more than that: looking at the
figures distributed by organizers and based on
our direct experience in the Pordenone halls, the
2017 edition was excellent. The expo center in
Friuli was sold out: all 32 thousand square
meters available, approximately 15 thousand net
square meters, were completely occupied by
583 exhibitors, with a 28 percent share of foreign
companies from 35 countries.
Visitors have also increased, based on the new
counting method that considers companies rather
than individuals. This approach is becoming more
and more popular among companies, because
that's what really matters in the end: how many
companies are interested, no matter how many
people they send to an exhibition, two or 25!
So, visiting companies were 7,765 from 99 coun-
tries, with an excellent level of international parti-
cipation. This figure is growing, up by 5 percent
from the 2016 edition. “Our mission – said organizer
Carlo Giobbi – is to offer the best working condi-
tions to all companies that come to Pordenone,
so we try to achieve an adequate balance among
all exhibition areas on one side, in terms of quality
and complementary offer, and visitor origin on
the other. We can say that, every year, besides

professionals from traditional markets that represent
the “hard core” of demand, Sicam hosts several
operators from emerging countries, from compa-
nies that will soon be “new entries” in the global
furniture market”.
Everyone was at Sicam, basically: small, medium
and large actors of the supply chain did not miss
the opportunity of exhibiting in the Pordenone
aisles. According to organizers’ survey, Italy was
the top country by number of exhibitors, of course,
with a 72 percent share. And obviously, the same
ranking was achieved for visitors (29 percent), as
evidence that "the Italian business of semifinished
materials, components and accessories” – worth
approximately 5.45 billion euro – is experiencing
consistent growth, with an additional 2 percent
expansion in 2016. This industry has always been
strongly export-oriented, with an export share
above 50 percent of total revenues, reflected by
31 percent of international visitors at Sicam. In-
ternational attendance increased from Asia, achie-
ving a 25 percent share on foreign visitors, with
China, India and Iran at the top. Europe did well,
of course, with Germany ranking first, followed
by France and Spain; visits from Easter Europe
also increased significantly, especially from Russia,
Ukraine and Poland. “We are really happy that
one of our key target audiences, namely de-
signers and interior architects – Carlo Giobbi
added – accounted for 9 percent of registered
visitors, while another 9 percent was represented
by engineering and manufacturing managers.
Then you have to add the category of decision
makers, which was the largest one: 37 percent
of visitors in 2017 were company owners or
managind directors”.
The next edition is scheduled from Tuesday 16
to Friday 19 October 2018. 

www.exposicam.it

A moment during the press meeting.

“The experience of last year taught me that
Egypt is a land of opportunities, but you need a
vision, a precise project if you want to achieve
significant results; organizers and exhibitors
must share the same route. What happened in
Damietta a few days ago is clear evidence...".
This is the comment by Ilias Aggelopoulos,
managing director of Medexpo, the Greek fair or-
ganizer who – after a few “domestic” projects –
decided to launch Woodtech in Egypt.
It’s not just an exhibition, but a real experience,
with meetings and seminars to get in touch with
the operators of a peculiar market, building interest
and attention for your proposal day after day.
This challenging project has recently lived its se-
cond stage: from November 11 to 13, Damietta,
the Egyptian town where the government created
a big woodworking and furniture district, became
the capital of furniture and wood constructions of
the entire African continent. More than 4 thousand
operators attended the forum, getting to know
the latest proposal from leading global actors,
and virtually all significant national players. 
The second stage confirmed that good feelings
of the first edition of “Wood Design & Technology
Seminar”, held a few weeks before at the “Re-
naissance Cairo Mirage City Hotel”, strongly sup-
ported by the industry and most of all by the
Egyptian Architects and Designers Association,
a protagonist of “Woodtech Egypt” events. 
The industry seems to have identified Woodtech

as its showcase in Egypt, an expanding market
at the heart of a continent that is accelerating
fast. The Damietta event hosted visitors and de-
legations not only from Egypt and Northern Africa,
but also from Malaysia, Kenya, Ghana and Russia.
In three days, over 500 B2B meetings were orga-
nized in collaboration with the Egyptian government
institute IMC-Industrial Modernization Center,
mainly focused on strong demand for high-end
supplies and technology for the development
DFC, Damietta Furniture City. 

WOODTECH EGYPT
Undoubtedly, the most important stage will be
the third one, the final step of two-year dedication
and efforts that will lead to the first edition
Woodtech Egypt - Timber, design and furniture
technology Exhibition, scheduled in Cairo from
16 to 18 Febraury 2018 and selected by Epf-Eu-
ropean Panel Federation to host a new session of
the “Epf for Africa” initiative.

www.woodtechegypt.com
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SCM: THE FIRST EDITION OF “CNC TIMBER-EVOLUTION DAYS”
The debut represents the increasing commitment
by the Rimini-based group in wood constructions,
with a strategy that has led to re-design a part of
the organization by Business Units.

Scm has focused on a specific business for some
time now, and recent moves have shown increasing
determination: such business, which demands
proactive approach and attention, is wood con-
structions. Figures prove it: in Italy and around
the world, while the construction industry is
basically “asleep”, only wood achieves unexpected
results. In Italy, just to give an idea, last year one
out of fourteen houses was made of wood.

So, last October 12-13, the Sinalunga site hosted
the first edition of “Cnc Timber-Evolution Days”.
Approximately fifty companies participated, a
huge number in this industry, coming to Tuscany
from all over the world: from Japan to France,
from Germany to Austria, from Belgium to Finland,
from Portugal to Denmark, and Italy of course.
On stage, the machining centers “Oikos” and
“Area”, popular solutions submitted to constant
updates and enhancements to increase their per-
formance and suitability for the construction of
big structures, such as private buildings.

Several technical demos were offered during the
event to illustrate "Oikos” performance in the ma-
chining of load-bearing beams and Clt or X-Lam
walls, while “Area” proved it is perfectly suitable
for the processing of walls, soundproofing panels
and curved beams. Software was in the forefront,
as the real differentiator of technological solutions
from different vendors: the upgraded version of
“Scm Maestro - Beam&Wall” showed that the
Rimini-based group has something to say in this
area, simplifying both programming and machinery
control.

“If wood constructions are more and more pop-
ular, this is also due to the progress of technology;
the Scm research organization has invested
and keeps investing massively in this direction”,
said Tommaso Martini, BU Manager Scm for
wood element machining centers.

Martini, 39, is the “new face” of construction solu-
tions by Scm, with longstanding experience in Si-
nalunga, where he arrived in 2005 as an apprentice,
climbing up the organization to reach the position
of business unit manager at the beginning of
2017, when Scm decided to create a dedicated
team for this portion of its technology portfolio.
The decision involved the “Housing” division,
which was split into three different divisions: con-
structions, windows and Celaschi.

“We want to make sure we pursue each and
every opportunity in an expanding business,
acquiring growing market shares in Italy and

abroad”, Martini said. “This reorganization con-
firms that Sinalunga is the group’s headquarters
for wood constructions and that we are deter-
mined to get the most from a lively period
offering great opportunities: in these years, we
have developed multiple experiences and, by
widening our machine portfolio, we have ex-
panded our skills and expertise, also by attending
all major industry events around the world, first
of all the Holzbau Forum in Garmisch. 
In few years we have installed over one hundred
machines in the most important markets,
dealing with all major manufacturers in Germany,
Austria and Japan, as well as France and Italy;
these customers witness to our competence
and the quality of the technology we offer. 
Japan is an important reference for us, because
the country boasts high-end wood construction
culture, great care for details and high levels of
quality and accuracy. Working in Japan and
collaborating with our resellers and important
engineering companies in that country, we have
identified the best features requested by de-
manding users, taking our technology to an
even higher level”.

Is customization demand critical also for these
machines?

“Much less than in other segments, nevertheless
we have to pay attention to what customers are
requesting or telling us: after all, machining
centers for wood constructions are a relatively
new technology, constantly evolving to match
the development of different applications and
users. Just think that our “Oikos” now machines
a wood element on six faces, and such capability
was not requested until few years ago. In addi-
tion, more and more often our machines are in-
stalled inside real production lines, to meet in-
creasing demand: as a result our machines
have become "different" and better.
Our success has been supported by the decision
to offer a machine like “Oikos”, which can be
used to make both roofs and modular walls,
a very appreciated possibility in markets like
Italy. Don't forget that, as it happens in all ex-
panding industries, the business of wood houses
and constructions has been joined by new
actors, and in this context it is strategic to have
a “flexible machine” that can handle different
applications”.

This segment has always been very traditional: is
it hard for numerical control technology to be ac-
cepted?

“Much less than for analog machines to be
adopted in the furniture industry thirty years
ago or so: today, the culture of machining
centers has spread, so we have been rewarded
for our decision to focus on machining centers

that don’t just repeat specific operations, but
are totally flexible and able to meet the most di-
verse requirements. 
Another key element is full compatibility with all
popular software: it is not mere chance that our
open-house event in Tuscany was also attended
by several software houses”.

We can say you have shifted gears…

“There are promising developments in these
applications, just look at X-Lam production fore-
casts, with double volumes in Europe in the
coming years. And if you add that we can
easily process panels to make walls... we have
approached the timber frame German market
with very interesting projects, getting positive
feedback for our nesting system. We have ap-
proached the frame construction business by
offering what we can do best, namely machining
centers to cut panels, plasterboard, insulating
materials… 
Assembling lines are a concept we are working
on, but we have plenty of initiatives in progress
and we prefer to consolidate before we take
further steps. 
One more thing about users: we are collecting
all market requests to design our future strategy,
which will certainly be based on a wider and
wider portfolio of solutions, both at entry
level and high end, combined with software
development, which is essential to handle the
processing of more and more complex shapes
and to create machining cycles with ever in-
creasing automation”.

TRAINING
The event in Sinalunga was also an opportunity
to talk about training, or better, to announce what
the group is going to "do". 

“A major portion of our success and growth in
constructions – Martini said – was due to close
collaborations with schools and training institutes,
sharing our technology and interacting with all
the representatives of the wood construction
business. At “Cnc Timber-Evolution Days” we
have announced a partnership between Scm
and the Architecture and Design Department
of the Turin Polytechnic, a second-level master
to be launched next year.
We believe that the application of our technical
expertise will bring added value to the course,
besides offering the opportunity to discuss with
industry and academic figures.
We know there is strong demand for architects
and engineers who know the peculiarities and
the best applications of wood in constructions,
but we should not forget that we also need
technicians to program technological equipment,
having the necessary skills to make the most of
it: we have a number of projects under way in

this specific domain".

Guido Callegari, professor of the Turin university,
is on the same page and took the opportunity of
the open house to illustrate the contribution that
technology can give to the future construction in-
dustry. In his speech, he mentioned the German
architect Konrad Wachsmann, who recognized
the key role of prefabrication, saying that it had
the capacity and responsibility to change also
the visual appearance of a building, inevitably re-
sulting into new shapes and designs.

by Luca Rossetti

www.scmgroup.com

THE MACHINES
The “Oikos" and “Area” machining centers
are equipped with working aggregates
specifically developed to maximize per-
formance in terms of footprint, dynamics
and power. Six axes for the “Oikos” ag-
gregate ensure a machine configuration
that constantly provided maximum stiffness
and top performance and productivity for
beams up to 1,250 mm width, 300 mm
thickness and 19 meter length, with such
accuracy that the beams can be sent di-
rectly from the machine to the construction
site with no manual operation in between.
With up to 30 kW power, the “Area” power
spindle can execute any type of operation
with maximum stiffness in any operating
conditions, using blades up to 120 mm di-
ameter and chainsaws with 480 mm work-
ing cut; the worktable can be up to 4.5
mm wide and 50 m long, allowing to ma-
chine not only walls, but also curved beams
and thin panels.

Tommaso Martini.
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CEFLA LIVE NUMBER NINE

Plenty of solutions and news attracted the attention
of many operators coming to Imola to visit the
three-thousand-square-meter “LAB R&D” labora-
tory-showroom of Cefla Live 2017, the event
Cefla Finishing has organized for nine years
now, to show machinery and technology “live”. 
A unique opportunity, just like any open house, to
see technologies in action, to interact with engi-
neers, to identify the best investment for the near
future and the system to adopt to achieve the
best results.
Needless to say, Imola also staged an “Industry
4.0” presentation, a key topic for any technology
vendor, in view of the state incentives and of the
tangible necessity to upgrade lines, machinery
and plants to the new capabilities enabled by
online protocols.
Cefla Live visitors had the opportunity to live a
virtual reality experience by wearing a head-up
display and “diving” into painting lines with a
wave of a hand, an amazing solution with huge
potential. Each machine exhibited was equipped
for this new age, i.e. integrated and connectable,
easy to control and manage, obviously also re-
motely, the latest innovation trend. 
At Cefla and in other open-house events featured
in this issue, we saw new supervisory and control
systems that will characterize leading-edge fac-
tories in the future. 

There was “cTracker”, an advanced line supervisor
to control the most complex plants very easily
and to have all the necessary reports for “predictive
maintenance”, i.e. the possibility to anticipate
critical issues that might cause the line to stop.

There was the new simulator “cCloner” for the 3D
configuration of painting lines and operations,
which allows to simulate routes and optimize
each cycle, preventing errors and inefficiencies.
We also had the opportunity to preview “cMaster”,
an application that can connect the Imola head-
quarters to the “cTracker” software packages in-
stalled in machines all around the world, to check
line status, control each function, monitor perfor-
mance and interact with customers in real time.
Another preview was “cPerform”, a very ambitious
project “…that allows to measure transfer effi-
ciency during painting operations, so you can
suggest improvements to your customer”, ex-
plained Roberto Bolognini, sales manager at
Cefla Finishing, as he guided us on the tour.
“This means saving on production costs, and
consequently, managing process with better
economic parameters, thanks to the possibility
to monitor all process variables to keep them
under control and extract valuable hints about
the best action to achieve the desired result”,
he added.

ALBERTO MAESTRI
We could not miss the opportunity
at Cefla Live 2017 to have a chat
with Alberto Maestri, manager
of the Finishing Division. 
“This open house shows the re-
sults of our commitment: there
is no doubt we are offering the
widest range of coating solutions
and systems”, he said. “Cefla
Live is a very important event,
growing year after year in terms
of space, exhibited technology,
and most of all visitors. We are
very satisfied and this is an es-
sential tool for our strategies, just
like Ligna, also in combination
with simultaneous events. The
share of international visitors
keeps growing year after year,
this is another clear signal that
the formula is appreciated”. 

What's the situation in general?

“We are going through a positive
period: we have reversed the
trend for a few years now, com-
pared to the dark years that start-
ed in 2008, although some areas
are not giving the results we ex-
pected, yet. I am referring to
South America, Russia and the
Middle East. On the technical
side, entrepreneurs are looking
for technology that offer maximum
efficiency and a reduction of op-
erating costs, while maintaining
high quality standards. All solu-
tions, software and systems listed
under “Industria 4.0” drive towards
these goals, towards simple and

effective process control that delivers these re-
sults. With our “cTracker” and cMaster, which
we presented during Cefla Live, we are heading
into this direction: implement “preventive” main-
tenance so that plants never stop, and most of
all, always ensure topo quality and cost efficiency
levels in operations management. We chose to
launch them here, together with “cPerform”,
because this event is a sort of laboratory: as
we are not at an exhibition, we can discuss,
test them together with customers, understand
if that's really what they need… we can check
the validity of our project and get valuable feed-
back”.

…and virtual reality, with everything that goes
with it, is a technology you believe in…

“It's definitely an opportunity to be developed,
beyond its purely emotional impact, especially
for the training of operators and maintenance
staff. Having the possibility to actually "move”
inside a line helps you understand its working
concept faster, even before the line has been
completed or installed. The benefits are clear,
although this technology still needs to be de-
veloped; the feedback we have collected in
these three days will be very useful for this pur-
pose. It took time to configure these tools – as
well as “cTracker” or “cCloner” – according to
our requirements, 18 to 24 months, these
software applications are more suitable for
bigger customers aiming for top efficiency
through continuous improvement based on con-
stant control and tuning. There is another very
interesting aspect, namely that these platforms
allow to define with the customer which line he
needs, to design it and to see it working as if
we had already built it. On the concept and de-
sign side, this is precious innovation, even more
relevant when it comes to big lines, to big
plants where we can check each performance
factor, making sure that what we say is then
turned into reality. Not only: we can also evaluate
the overall operation of a line, checking which
aspects can be improved to increase efficiency.
The variables involved are many, and a powerful
dedicated tools like the one we are talking
about open up new horizons…”.

MORE NEWS
Talking about machines and plants, another launch
at Cefla Live was the spraying platform “iBotic”
with interpolated axes, featuring a scanning
system for incoming pieces that can generate a
virtual 3D model to be used as reference to

One thousand visitors, 35 partner companies, three days 
about innovation and “4.0”. This is the final balance of the 2017 
open house at Cefla Finishing, held last October 18 to 20.

achieve the best possible painting cycle. As to
edges, the trend is to eliminate, or minimize,
manual sanding, a challenge that can be solved
with “Smartedge”, which sands and paints the
edges of straight and shaped panels, using the
new “Edge&Go” vacuum head that ensures an
optimal application of paint and can switch to a
new edge shape in 10 seconds or a new thickness
in 15 seconds, without turning off the machine.

Another highlight at Cefla Live number nine was
“Smartclean 4.0”, a roller cleaning systems for
panels before the finishing stages, which improves
the quality of finished products; key features
include the absence of pressure rollers that might
soil the outgoing panel, the elimination of electro-
static discharge and the possibility to process
panels of any size. 

For windows, three applications were presented
at Cefla Live 2017: the first one is “cVision”, a 3D
vision system for parts up to 3 meters in vertical,
that can accurately identify hard-to-detect features,
such as bosses and grooves, providing the arti-
culated robot “iGiotto” with all the information re-
quired for smooth and consistent coating. Another
innovation is “iLoad”, an automatic loading/un-
loading system for windows, from the overhead
conveyor to the carriages and vice versa, without
stopping the line and in unattended operation.
The third application presented in Imola last Oc-
tober is “iFlow”, an application system for water-
soluble products that helps minimize both product
consumption and “foaming”. 
Furthermore, “iFoam” does not need a reservoir
and is equipped with an automatic product re-
plenishing system.

Also the new "family jewels” were showcased:
from “J-Print” machines for digital printing with
more and more performing inkjet technology of-
fering amazing results, such as tactile and deep
effects so far unimaginable (“My Texture” by
Kuei previously presented at Ligna), to solutions
by “C-Led”, the company created by Cefla for
this type of light source, extensively applied also
in the furniture industry.

by Luca Rossetti

www.ceflafinishing.com
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FOUR THOUSAND 
AT “INSIDE BIESSE”

“We are really proud of such appreciation by
Italian and international actors of the wood-
working machinery industry for our “Inside”, an
important event for us, which we prepare with
great care” says Federico Broccoli, Biesse
Wood Division Director/Sales - Subsidiaries Division
Director. “We closed the event with a 29.2
percent increase of order acquisition compared
to last year, an extraordinary result that proves
the reliability of our technology and the compe-
tence of our resources”.

These few opening lines of the press release
after “Inside Biesse 2017” sum up the meaning
of the event held last 19 to 21 October, in the ever
bigger and equipped “Tech Center”, the beating
heart of a significant portion of the group’s
marketing and communication initiatives. As usual,
plenty of machines and solutions were exhibited:
over fifty solutions in operation, accessible to
visitors who could watch them in action while in-
teracting with engineers and specialists for each
process.

“SOPHIA”
However impressive, the big “machine fleet” re-
mained in the background behind the “digital
news” presented by Biesse. First of all “Sophia”,
a gentle female name that is really the acronym
of a technical definition, namely “Services Opti-
mization Predictivity Human Innovation Analisys”;
or if you prefer, a reference to the Greek word
“sofia”, which means knowledge.
What is it? Something that did not exist, according
to Biesse, a new service platform, developed in
collaboration with the consulting company Ac-
centure, that provide Biesse machinery customers
with a wide portfolio of services to simplify and
streamline their work. An Internet connection and
you’re ready: you connect to sensors on the ma-
chine (the entire Biesse and Intermac portfolio
will be “sensorized” within 2018, the system is al-
ready available in Europe and North America, to
be extended globally during next year) and you
can optimize performance, prevent malfunctions,
increase productivity, stay in touch with “Parts”

(Biesse’s spare parts portal), update software in
real time.
The most significant benefit is the “predictive
ability” of “Sophia”, which can detect critical
issue before they force the operator to stop the
plant; Sophia can also analyze and measure
every detail of performance to decide how to
adjust the operating parameters to reduce pro-
duction costs and time, optimize the process, in-
crease productivity, achieve best quality results.
A real revolution of the customer care system:
“This is our goal as we address the market
every day: we want to go beyond habits, not
just sell a machine or plant, but convey a total
experience that generates value for our cus-
tomers”, said Stefano Porcellini, managing di-
rector of the group. “It’s a shift of paradigm, total
collaboration: we work so that our customers
can make more and better. This tool will enable
us to develop this partnership even further and
to put all our supporting and consulting capacity
to the service of our customers, for our machines,
wherever they are. We will be always connected,
but it’s not like Big Brother: we will not look into
the CAD files of our customers, just the files re-
lated to the operation of our machines, the data
sequences related to sensors and motion, to
detect possible warnings. Data will be stored in
the cloud with Microsoft Azure, offering maximum
security and protection”.

“B_AVANT”
The new supervisory solution by BiesseSystems
“for the integrated and efficient management of
all manufacturing flows” was another big topic
at “Inside Biesse” 2017. It’s a MES-Manufacturing
Execution System software that promises to stre-
amline, control and optimize production flows in
line with machining requirements.
Perfectly integrated with existing ERP and design
software, it imports manufacturing data from the
ERP or design applications to generate the ma-
nufacturing bill (MBOM); once production has
been completed, it sends back to ERP statistics
about produced items, quantities and cycle time.
All of this is combined with plenty of reporting

functions. Biesse engineers cle-
arly illustrated the benefits of this
MES; 36 percent reduction of se-
tup, 12 percent reduction of dow-
ntime, 4 percent reduction of wa-
ste, 23 percent productivity in-
crease.

“We are com-
mitted to cre-
ating techno-
logical solu-
tions that en-
sure the quality and reliability of production for
our customers, an essential requirement for our
products and a way to improve in all areas,
from manufacturing efficiency to organization,
while improving the quality of our daily work”,
commented Mauro Pede, Sales manager ad
BiesseSystem.
Such evolution resulted from the recent acquisition
of Avant, a historical supplier of supervisory
systems which has now joined the Biesse team.
A necessary move to strengthen the System Divi-
sion, a business unit that has achieved excellent
performance in recent years, from 25 million euro
revenues three years ago to approximately 120
in 2017.

WHAT IT MEANS
If it is true, as it seems, that the future of the ma-
nufacturing industry is the “internetization” of each
step, the proposal described above proves that
Biesse is well on the way.

“The momentous change that has been sweeping
the market in recent years is deep and constantly
evolving. In this context, all companies can
have huge benefits, from big factories to small
handicraft workshops, everyone can leverage
wide margins of growth and operate machinery
better”, said Raphaël Prati, marketing and com-
munication manager, Biesse Group, during the
Pesaro days. And he added: “Biesse is supporting
customers and their growth with advanced tech-
nology and services to digitize and automate
factories and manufacturing operations, by op-
timizing all key assets: technology, strategy, or-
ganization and human resources”.

“In Biesse Group we have decided to invest in
our capacity to look ahead and even to anticipate
the future”, added Federico Broccoli. “We
create next-generation technology to simplify
the daily life of our customers, making things
that used to be complicated accessible to
everyone. Simplification, increased efficiency
and total reliability are the key elements of our
solutions: we develop supervisory systems for
the factory 4.0 that ensure constant production
control, such as “B_Avant”. These technologies

will offer new profit opportunities to our cus-
tomers.
We are constantly committed to the digitization
of craftspeople, to turn small and medium en-
terprises into 4.0 operations and to provide all
our customers, independently of their size, with
the same opportunities to increase the intelli-
gence of their companies.
Biesse is evolving from machinery and plant
OEM to a provider not only of technology with
recognized quality standards, but also services
and support that will consolidate our customer
relationships”.

ECONOMIC SITUATION
Stefano Porcellini took the opportunity to give a
few figures, starting from the 21.5 increase of
sales in the wood sector in the January-September
period, compared to the same timeframe in 2016.
“We are growing double-digit also this year,
and we expect to close 2017 with 680-690 mil-
lion euro revenues, a result that is driving us at
the top of the ranking of Italian groups and at
the second place globally, with the ambition to
be a technological pioneer. As Federico Broccoli
loves to say, hotels don’t get stars for the
number of rooms: we are not the biggest, but
we are the best!”.

“The group is going through a really good
period – Porcellini continued – we have been
growing for four years in a row by 18 to 20 per-
cent: we earned 370 million euro in 2013, now
we have almost double our revenues. Biesse
has no debts and reinvests… in 2017 we
invested 42 million euro in total, because we
want to be stronger from every point of view.
Let me stress another aspect: we have expanded
the production areas for our edgebanding ma-
chines by adding 8 thousand square meters,
an essential step to keep up with demand. We
are becoming a big player in edgebanding,
with revenues close to 90 million euro in this
specific domain”.

The situation is excellent also for orders, with
lead time for some types of machines as long as
2019, you don’t see such deadlines too often…
In Pesaro we were told that things are going quite
well also in Italy, with orders up by 25 percent.
Good results also in North America (plus 38 per-
cent), France (plus 31) and Germany (plus 35
percent). Another figure: in four years, more than
400 people have been employed in all Biesse
subsidiaries around the world, plus eighty in the
Pesaro sales offices…
And no doubts about the future: “Innovation is in
the dna of our founder and Biesse; in the
coming years we will invest massively in service:
we want to create a real gap, putting a distance
between us and our competitors also for service
experience”. It’s a promise by Stefano Porcellini.

by Luca Rossetti

www.biesse.com

A new record for the Pesaro-based group: the traditional open-house 
event in October was attended by so many people, confirming 
the excellent phase that “made in Biesse” technology is experiencing.
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TECHNOLOGY

THE CALIFORNIAN CALAG LCC ORDERED FROM SIEMPELKAMP
A COMPLETE PLANT FOR THE PROCESSING OF RICE STRAW

Rice straw, as raw material, is available
in large quantities in North America.
The USA grows approximately
10,000,000 metric tons of rice every
year. This makes the United States
one of the 20 largest rice producers
in the world, ranking in eleventh place
behind Japan. CalAg LLC recently
signed the supply contract, after it
became known, at this year’s Ligna in
Hannover, that the required investment
volume became available through pu-
blic investors’ contributions. The future
production location was financed by CalAg LLC
by issuing bonds at the New York Stock Exchange.
The order includes the complete preparation te-
chnology for rice straw bales with bale twine re-
mover and shredder by Pallmann, a 100 percent
daughter company of Siempelkamp, as well as
a cleaning system for the straw to remove coarse
materials and dust. Pallmann also supplies two
refiners for the fiberizing of the rice straw. These
refiners are equipped with horizontal digesters, a
design typical for annual plants, to prevent material
bridging. The cleaning system for separating sili-
cate components from the fibers is a design spe-
cially developed by Siempelkamp and designed
to process rice straw. The natural gas fiber dryer
designed for a material throughput of up to 32
metric tons/h bone-dry is supplied by Siempel-
kamp’s subsidiary Büttner. So are the energy
plants needed for steam and heat generation.
The front-end technology for fiber and mat pre-
paration is supplied by the Italian subsidiary
Cmc. A special resin blending system with a
turbo mixer will be used. The core component of
the future production plant for rice straw fiberboards
will be a 9th Generation “ContiRoll ®” press with
its numerous innovations including, for example,

the highly efficient drive motor “ContiRoll Ecodrive”.
These motors provide the plant operator with
energy savings of at least 7 percent under full
load operation and up to 14 percent under partial
load operation. Next to the further development
of the mechanical and hydraulic machine com-
ponents, the newly devel-oped Siempelkamp
press controller, “Sico SPC”, controls the desired
press forces and distances between the cylinders
in the technological press zones of the “ContiRoll®”
by means of modern hardware technology and
precise sensor technology. The “ContiRoll®” will
feature a variable press width of 8 – 10’ and a
length of 35.4 m. The finishing line will include a
diagonal saw (rip-cut saw) which will cut exclusive
sizes for Columbia Forest Products, one of the
largest US-American suppliers of wood-based
products and main purchaser of the fiberboards.
Next to the sanding and stacking lines, a fully
automatic storage system with warehouse vehicles
and base carrier is also part of the scope of
supply. With the new Siempelkamp plant, CalAg
will produce 200,000 m³ of fiberboards annually
following the startup of the plant scheduled for
the end of 2018.

www.siempelkamp.com

Cad rendering of the plant layout

POSITIVE RESULTS FOR OSTERMANN AT SICAM 2017
From October 10th to October 13th visitors of the
Sicam in Pordenone had the opportunity to see
the latest edging trends. 
Ostermann also presented its glues and cleaners
as well as technical profiles for creative furniture-
making, with an extremely positive response. 
Again, Sicam has re-affirmed its importance as a
leading fair for the European furniture industry.
So the Ostermann booth was very well visited
on all days of the fair. 
Managing Director of Ostermann Italy, Jana
Krupp, is extremely satisfied with the outcome of
the fair.
A particular point of attraction were the new edg-
ings for the latest collections from Egger, Pflei-
derer and FunderMax. Visitors had not only
have the opportunity to see these displayed on
the product walls, but they were free to touch
them too. For the processing with the available
zero bondline technologies, the furniture ma-
nufacturer/carpenter needs edgings in different
colours, decors and with varying surface finishes.

Ostermann sees itself as a specialist in the area
of small delivered quantities and offers with the
Airtec, Infratec and Laser edging, Europe's lar-
gest range of edgings to obtain a zero bondline.
Ostermann also presented its broad range of ad-
hesives and cleaning agents, not to forget its
numerous technical profiles. 
After all, the edging specialist not only stocks
hot-melt adhesives, but also white glues and
veneer glues, special adhesives and contact
adhesives, as well as urea resin glues. The nu-
merous technical profiles also attracted a great
deal of interest among visitors to the show.

www.ostermann.eu
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The new website www.sayerlack.com is on-
line. The site has been completely reimagined
with the brand’s core industrial wood customer
at its center, with enhanced navigation, clean
design, and direct access to learn more through
contact with Sayerlack customer service, or
one of the brand’s trusted distribution partners
around the world.
The renewal of the website first aims to improve
the navigation experience through technological
innovation: it has been reorganized based on
our users' expectations and preferences, fa-
voring accessibility to content. The website
has also improved in shape, accessibility and
digital usability. Responsive design with the
rapid diffusion of mobile devices has become
indispensable for communicating on the web,
regardless of the device used, providing a
user-friendly, style-optimized experience, ena-
bling visitors to find information on any type of
screen. Sayerlack.com is an attractive website
with the right appeal to tell about the brand’s
ongoing emphasis on research to address
woodworking customers’ toughest challenges,
and promoting successful stories by pointing
the magnifying glass on our products. The
site’s clean design and graphic elements are
consistent with brand colors, with a strong
presence of white that makes the content of
pages easy to read. 
According to Maria Teresa Ruzzi, brand ma-
nager for Sayerlack, “The website is a show-
case for the Sayerlack brand and all its serv-

ices, that documents our work on behalf of
our customers. Those customers are at the
core of our digital strategy, born out of the
virtuous circle between the satisfied content
customer and the search engines that, ac-
cordingly, bring the website to the top in the
results. The investment we have made in the
site and our overall brand reflects our long-
term commitment to the Sayerlack product
line and most of all, to our valued customers”.
The website structure has been organized into
four main sections: About us, Products, Rese-
arch and Development, Communication. Pro-
ducts can be accessed in multiple search
areas: Product Categories and Substrates,
sectors of use, as well as the possibility of se-
arching for a product by code or denomination.
Navigation allows you to browse through images
and descriptions that tell the importance of
each line, the wide range of products, and
each product’s many features. 
In the coming months, the site will be enhanced
with additional exclusive content and functionality
reserved for the registered users. ■

SAYERLACK
Sayerlack launches new online experience at www.sayerlack.com

NEWS FROM LENZE
The Lenze Group supports manufacturers across
all plant development stages. Their experts develop
leading-edge control and automation solutions
together with the customer, streamlining equipment
design, production and service. As industrial au-
tomation specialists, Lenze offers an extensive
product portfolio, from control and display systems
to electric drives, up to electromechanical com-
ponents.
Among the latest news, Lenze introduced “g350”,
an innovative mechatronic drive unit with compact
dimensions, available in three sizes, with 25, 50
and 75 Nm torque. The “g350” is a real material
flow pro – and compared to all-rounders, perfectly
tailored for the job. It’s a genuine integrated me-
chatronic solution consisting of gearbox, motor,
electronics and software. Yet Lenze does not just
combine the motor and gearbox, but runs the
two elements together so that the gear ratio slips
far into the motor housing. The situation is similar
for the electronics and software, with which the
fixed motor speed can be easily adapted via the
user-friendly smartphone app per NFC connection.
So, with the same torque, speeds of 42 to 216
rpm can be freely selected at the gearbox output
– thus considerably simplifying the design-in.

Lenze has expanded its product catalog with the
new synchronous servo motors (brushless motors)
offering moderately dynamic responsiveness in
the upper power range. 
The “m850” servo motors run efficiently, consi-
stently and harmonically, are compact, and easy
to control. As a result, they are especially suitable
for positioning tasks that are needed in packaging
and material handling systems.
The motors are designed for high-end applications
where maximum dynamic responsiveness is re-
quired. The requirements of maximum dynamic
responsiveness and precision are met by Lenze's
“Mcs” motors.

www.lenze.com
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NEW PROJECTS AT EUMABOIS
At the end of September, Hamburg hosted the annual assembly of Eumabois, the European Federation 
of national woodworking associations. As usual, the event was hosted by a member country of the Federation. 
This year it was VDMA, and the German association chose Hamburg as it is a business hub but also a great touristic attraction.

The first year of term has closed for the new president
and Board, represented by Juergen Koeppel (Leitz)
as President and Luigi De Vito (Scm) as Vice Presi-
dent. The operating body of the association also in-
cludes Wolfgang Röhner (Ima/Schelling), Samuel
Hänni (Lamello) and Mustafa Erol (Tork Makine), a
new management that could leverage a positive eco-
nomic trend and launch new initiatives for the future
of Eumabois.

International exhibitions have always been a key
topic for the Federation. Eumabois has always been
committed to supporting the best international exhi-
bitions that meet the requirements of exhibiting com-
panies. The approach has been focused on direct
relationships with trade fair organizers through the
companies, supporting the requirements of exhibitors
in terms of prices, services and other strategic
elements. For two years now, a specific working
group inside Eumabois has developed a detailed
model of significant criteria for the evaluation of exhi-
bitions by exhibitors. For the past two years, the Fe-
deration Secretariat has collected as much feedback
as possible from companies about several industry
exhibitions. The first result was the availability of a
rich database for each Eumabois association: the re-
sults were presented to assembly participants and
commented.
The discussion at the assembly was completed with
the presentation of the 2018 Eumabois international
network.
Four organizers of international exhibitions were invited
to present their new events to all participants: first of
all, Adsale for Ciff in Shanghai, then GL Events for
Eurobois in Lyon and Pda Trade Fairs, which pre-
sented Indiawood and Delhiwood.
The fourth show that aroused great interest, with lots
of questions from the audience, was Xylexpo, the
Italian exhibition to be held next May.

A comment about the economic situation is man-
datory, considering the very positive climate of the
European industry of woodworking technology. All
participants agreed that “the worst is over”. All ma-
croeconomic and industry indicators are showing
positive trends and the drive of Industry 4.0 (with a
different interpretation in each country) ensure a solid
short-term outlook. According to the figures collected
by the Eumabois Secretariat, the European produc-
tion of woodworking machinery and tools in 2016
amounted to 6.7 billion euro. European products
shipped outside the continent recorded a value of
1.9 billion euro, while purchased equipment amounted
to 661 million. To complete the picture, turnover in-
creased by 7.1 percent from 2015.
As usual, the two most leading technology producers
were Germany and Italy, with 43 percent and 31
percent share respectively.
What about these figures? The trend is definitely po-
sitive, but that’s no news. We want to stress the im-
portance of the industry in terms of dimensions. Just
think that the value of production was equal to
Moldova’s gross domestic product.  

As stressed from the beginning, there are plenty of
new initiatives. The Federation, together with national
associations and a number of representative compa-
nies, is trying to approach the “eternal” problem of
estimating the industry’s global production. The da-
tabanks of each association have always been limited
to foreign trade, without considering the domestic
markets, with no classification by product category.
The basic concept of the project is to share the kno-
wledge of European top players for each product ca-
tegory. At present, the working group is dealing with

the preliminary phase of design and data
processing. First tangible results are ex-
pected by the second half of 2018.
The Assembly also discussed some “or-
ganization” topics, approving the Code of
Conduct that will regulate future official
meetings. The document, drafted by a de-
dicated working group, was checked by a
legal office, which approved it as compliant
with the activity of an association like Eu-

mabois. Finally, the 2016 final balance was ap-
proved, closing with significant earnings and con-
firming the good economic-financial health of the
Federation.
The Eumabois Assembly offered several hints for
discussion, from a market that is finally growing
constantly, to the necessity of a clearer international
exhibition landscape, ensuring a rational investment
of resources in the different markets. However,
the topic I want to stress this year is the strong

desire for unity expressed by all participants,
both associations and companies. Joint projects
are essential to have high-quality information re-
sources that can really be useful for the daily
activity of companies. 
As usual, time will tell whether this desire will turn
into real results... we'll be here to tell you.

by Carlo Alberto Strada

www.eumabois.com
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PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal, 
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI) 
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc
V.le del Lavoro,27 Z.I. Paludi I-32010 Alpago (BL) 
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it

Crossing-cutting lines

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com

Secondary processing

The Biesse product line includes cnc work 
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, rou-
ters, throughfeed boring and inserting machi-
nes, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU) 
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat 
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding -
denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com

Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, band-
saws.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

SCM GROUP spa
Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

Dust extraction 
systems and filtration

Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it

Surface finishing

Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it

Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service! 
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl
Via dell’Industria, 15 
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096 
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it

Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths. 

GIARDINA GROUP
Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO) 
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com

Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio 
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it

Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

RS WOOD srl
Via Achille Grandi 38 
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division
Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

CONTACTS

Machines for woodworking and equipmentfor
sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual and
automatic edging lines, working centres with
circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70 
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

Panel processing machines and plants. Special
multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal milling
machines with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, flooring industry
technology, doors,modern furnishing industry
technology.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24 
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE 
MODESTO NINO srl
Via Ciro Di Pers 68 
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036 
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technology, special machines and
systems for high productive processing.
Camam srl, special machines for the
production of chairs and tables.

COMEC GROUP srl
Via Cascina Rinaldi,, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282 - fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it
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Tools and auxiliaries

The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc 
trimming hoggers.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15  I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com

Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines, router bits
and collet chucks for cnc router machines. “M.
Conti” measuring devices for the woodworking
industry. Special devices for door and windows
manufacturers.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com

Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, pro-
duction, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

Lacquers

Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the
leading European industrial companies in the
production and commercialization of coatings.
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints
and the careful analysis of the Italian and
international trends in the design world mean
that Ica Group is now considered a real
partner, capable of supporting the customer
not only from technical and production point
of view but also for its ability to consistently
deliver new creative ideas.

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com

Agents and wood trades

Since 2004 our company has started here in
Italy the production of 3-layer wood elements
for window and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during these years
and we can now offer them in several wood
species, such as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan
Oak, Tulipier and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue pvac-d4-en 205 only.

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797 - fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS 
AND SUPPLIES

Software

Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111 
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone  +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723 
www.ddxgroup.com  info@ddxgroup.com

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)      
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com

Handling 
and commissioning

From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and 
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63 
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com

Sale of machinery
and equipment

Surplex buys & sells machinery, plants,
equipment and further industrial goods in150
countries worldwide. Surplex organizes
international online auctions, clears and turns
entire factories into immediate liquidity.

SURPLEX SRL
Corso Moncalieri, 476 - I-10133 Torino (TO)
phone +39 011 0192735- fax +39 0123 8598124
www.surplex.it – info@surplex.it
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FAIRS      the complete calendar on www.xylon.it

30 November -3 December 2017
Myanmarwood
www.chanchao.com.tw
• Yangoon (Birmania)
Woodworking technologies

2-5 December 2017
Esprit Meuble
www.espritmeuble.com
• Paris (France)
Furniture

4-7 December 2017
Cairo Woodshow
www.cairowoodshow.com
• Nasr City (Egypt)
Woodworking technologies

18-20 December 2017
Furniture Asia
www.furnitureasia.com.pk
• Karachi (Pakistan)
Furniture

17-20 January 
Expo Promueble
www.magnaexpomueblera.mx
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

6-9 February 
Fimma Maderalia
www.fimma-maderalia.feriavalencia.com
• Valencia (Spain)
Woodworking technologies

6-9 February 
Eurobois
www.eurobois.net
• Lion (France)
Woodworking technologies

6-9 March 
M&M
www.feria-mm.com
• Bogotà (Colombia)
Woodworking technologies

8-12 March 
Indiawood
www.indiawood.com
• Bangalore (India)
Woodworking technologies

12-14 March 
Dubai Woodshow
www.dubaiwoodshow.com
• Dubai (Uae)
Woodworking technologies

13-16 March 
Tekhnodrev North-West
www.restec-expo.ru
• San Petersburg (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

21-24 March 
Holz-Handwerk
www.nuernbergmesse.de
• Nuernberg (Germany)
Woodworking technologies

28-31 March 
Interzum Guangzhou
www.interzum-guangzhou.com
• Guangzhou (China)
Woodworking technologies

28-31 March 
Umids
www.umids.ru
• Krasnodar (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

2-5 April 
Wood Taiwan
www.woodtaiwan.com
• Taipei (Taiwan)
Woodworking technologies

6-8 April 
Dremasilesia
www.mtp.pl
• Sosnowiec (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

17-21 April 
Technomebel
www.technomebel.bg
• Sofia (Bulgaria)
Woodworking technologies

24-26 April 
Mebelexpo
www.ite-uzbekistan.uz
• Tashkent (Uzbekistan)
Woodworking technologies

3-5 May 
Afriwood
www.expogr.com
• Nairobi (Kenya)
Woodworking technologies

8-12 May 
Xylexpo
www.xylexpo.com
• Rho/Pero (Italy)
Woodworking technologies

22-25 May 
Woodprocessing
www.galexpo.lviv.ua
• Lviv (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies

31 May/3 June 
Tekhnodrev Far East
www.restec-expo.ru
• Khabarovsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

4-7 July 
Awisa
www.awisa.com
• Sidney (Australia)
Woodworking technologies




